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Cotter clears Gray ends impeachent
By PATRICKJ. BERNAL

THOUGH SGA

NEWS EDITOR

Colby President William R. Cotter
acquitted Student Government
Association Vice President Jon Gray
'00 Monday after taking over the case
as arbiter Sunday. Gray returned to
work immediately after the decision
was made, rejoining the executive
committee with SGA President
Benjamin Humphreys '00 after
months of not talking to him and
accusing him of racism.
In a letter to SGA leaders and the
Echo, Cotter cleared Gray of all
charges stating "Jon Gray is hereby
immediately (3:30 p.m., Monday,
February 28, 2000) reinstated as Vice
President of the Student Government
Association and the impeachment
articles are dismissed."
"My review of the growth of the
tensions and the various exchanges
indicates that there was poor judgement and excess on .all sides growing
out of frustration," Cotter wrote. "I
also believe that future communications will likely improve now that a
lot of the past bitterness has been

BUSINESS HAS
RESUMED,
CONTROVERSY
REFUSES TO
DISAPPEAR.
expressed and both parties have
resolved to work toward better communication in the future."
"I'm relieved," Gray said Monday
evening. "The first thing I want to do
is to form a task-force to reform that
ridiculous constitution."
At Tuesday's Presidents' Council
meeting, Gray expressed his desire to
pursue the formation of committee to
amend the constitution.
Cotter was optimistic about
Humphreys' and Gray's ability to
reestablish a working relationship.
"The last meeting was very
good," he said. They have both
agreed to communicate again."
An outside counselor" had been

brought in by the college to mediate
the personal conflict between
Humphreys and Gray.
"I can't say that things won't be
difficult," Gray said. "I'm looking
forward to getting back to work, and
I think that we are in for a good two
and a half months."
Cotter was adamant in his opinion that Gray was not free of guilt.
He nonetheless maintained that the
charges levied against him by
Humphreys and others were not
adequate grounds for removing
Gray from office.
"There are, admittedly, personal
phone calls made on the SGA telephone, and I direct Jon Gray to see to
it that his roommate, or he personally (since he was responsible for the
roommate's access to the phone),
reimburse the SGA for $13.56... I
have concluded that there is no convincing evidence that Jon Gray made
any of these phone calls."
"Phil (Wilson '01) will, reimburse
the SGA," Gray said.
Though SGA business has
resumed, controversy refuses to disappear. In an e-mail to Gray and

other students, Associate Professor
and Chair of education and human
development, Lyn Mikel Brown
expressed her disapproval of
Humphreys' handling of the
Multicultural Affairs Committee and
made reference to his being a racist.
"I think that he has so clearly
exposed his racism, that I could actually doud the issue with this letter
(one that she had drafted and was
considering sending to the Echo),"
she wrote.
Brown went on to describe a conversation she had had with Vice
President for Academic Affairs and
Dean of Faculty Ed Yeterian.
"I received the clear sense from
him that the administration at the
highest level is enormously frustrated with Ben," she wrote.
An e-mail written to Gray from
Crawford Family Professor/Director
of
African-American
studies,
Thomas Longstaff apologizes to
Gray for his backing off after accusing Humphreys' of being a racist at
an Academic Affairs Committee
meeting.
"I regret that things have gone the

way that they h ave although a part of
me feels that at least certain things
are said more openly now. I find
myself wondering if, when Ben and I
had that confrontation at AAC in last
fall, I backed off too quickly when
Ben asked me if I were calling him a
racist."
Cotter's finding that Gray did not
make any personal phone calls runs
contrary to the findings of
Humphreys, SGA Treasurer Rob
Painter '01, Averill President Parke
Burmeister '00, and Grossman
President Erik Waters '00.
In a document the four SGA leaders released to the Hearing Board,
the leaders found Gray guilty of
making illegal personal phone calls.
"When originally confronted by
Mr. Painter and Mr. Jake Conklin,
Mr. Gray admitted to allowing the
phone calls to be made and to 'making one in December ' and '...maybe
one in January.' The evidence substantiates a Decembei phone call to
Philadelphia."
Gray lives in Philadelphia but no
phone calls were traced to his home.
"Gray admitted to Mr. David

See CHARGES, continued
on page 3

Colb y meets
'Bro' Adams

By MICHELLE
RIFFELMACHER

ty" he found here.
While he admitted to "still having a lot to learn about Colby,"
Adams brought up early on in the
discussion that he is eager for students to help teach him what it is
that makes up our college. He
wants help in learning how to listen to and explore the community.
Adams asked students about
their hopes for the academic program. Asking the audience how
they wanted the curriculum to
evolve? And what are their expectations for the future?
Adams indicated that he has
thought a substantial amount
about the future of liberal learning,
He recognizes the tremendous
number of opportunities at Colby
and wants them to lead us to further distinction.
He knows these goals will take
time to meet but attributes his confidence in meeting them to
"President (William R.) Cotter, the
strength of the community, the
power of conviction, commitment

STAFF WRITER

Seated high and low, students,
faculty, and staff congregated in
the Page Commons room, and
directed their
attention to
President-Elect Bro Adams.
Although both he and his family will not be moving onto campus
until July, Adams wanted to hold
this discussion as a means of getting to know the needs of the student bod y, as well as for getting a
better f eel for and impression of
the community. Additionally, the
students and faculty had a chance
to hear Adam s' views, expectations
and ambitions for his future at
Colby through a question and
answer session.
Adams opened his brief address
expressing his gratitude to the
community, which, he b eli eved,
was a "place of substantial aspiration and energy,"
He was impres sed by the
"strength of community" and the
"sense of strong collective identi-

See ADAMS, continued
on page 4

Kathryn Kolbert exp lains the finer points of the Pro- Choice argument to Michael J ose '01 following the debate.

Abo rtion debate packs
Page Com mons Room

RINK:

White Mules take
their winning ways to
the NESCAC semils.
See p a g e12

By CHRIS CONNELL

I BLINK:

Juggling duo amazes
Colby students.
See page 7

DRINK:

We reviewtwo ice
beers f rom Canada.
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AMITY BURR/ THE COLBY ECHO

Mary Ha llan-Florito , P resi d ent
Cotter an d Kat h ryn Ko lbert
from lef t to righ t at th e
Abortion Debate.
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Abortion continues to be one of
the most divisive issues in the
nation and is at the fore-front of
political discussion as Americans
enter the next millennium.
Following the nationwide legislative focus on "partial birth
abortion" the abortion debate held
in the Page Commons Room
Thursday was particularl y timel y,
The event featured two of the
most passionate and articulate representatives on each side of the
abortion issue, and was mediated
by President William R, Cotter.
Kathryn Kolbert, former head
of the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU), and the person
who defended the pro-choice side
of the Supreme Court's Roe vs.
Wade reconsideration in 1992,
framed her argument around the
issue of women's reproductive
rights,
Her opponent, Mary HallanFlorltp, who was the first woman
to be named Chancellor in the
Archdiocese'.'; of the Roman
Catholic Clujrch, of Chicago and '
who now heads their Right to Life
program, viewed the issue more as
one of individual rights tot all livunborn chiling beings,'including
1 .v'
'•
,' , .
/n
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;
''
dren;;.
1'•";
Kolbert flrgiifid in her/opening
Btatamenj ; .' ; ii)iflt the landmark,
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Wade, which gives women the
rig ht to privacy when making
decisions about childbearlng,
should be viewed not simply as
the right to have an abortion, but
as a "reciprocal" right tb make that
choice free of government interference.
She claimed that the right to
have an abortion upholds three
values that are protected in the
United States Constitution: those
of personal autonomy in decisionmaking, bodily In tegrity, and gender equality. ,'
"If the government was allowed
to decide , .when, we can or cannot
Jiaye children or .when, far that
matter, • We can ' have voluntary
¦¦sur gery, such as, an . abortion,''' she
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said, "it would set a dangerous
precedent in giving the government influence over our personal
lives."
In Kolbert's view, the freedom
of choice is also "a major step
towards gender equality because it
allows women to participate more
full y in the workforce. In this
sense, she equated it to laws that
give women equal access to credit
and maternity leave compensation.
, ', Hallan-niorlto's basic argument
was that every unborn child
should ' be welcomed in )\f a and
respected by the . law, and that
abortion should thtis be illegal. In
defending her stance, she attempted .; to
refu te¦ " ¦.several
popular
pro"
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By YVONNE SIU

the Philadelphia Police Department ,
after what groups like Amnesty
STAFF WRTTER
International claim to> be an unjust
Hop ing to influence court officials trial. They daim thajt fhe <^ was
in Philadelphia, Colby students gath- manipulated by corrupt officials ar id
ered on Wednesday, Feb. 23 in the conduded ori the basis of false evi:
"
Pugh Center to discuss and partici- dence and a biased juige arid 'jury. '" :
Prior
to
Ms
arrest
in
1981,
Jamal
pate in a movement in support of
Mumia Abu-J amal, am alleged mur- was an award-winning radi o journalderer in a case that has sparked much ist known as "the voice of the Voiceless" and president of the Association
controversy across the nation.
The Teach -In, sponsored by of Black Journalists in Philadel phia
Colby's chapter of Amnesty who actively spoke out against
International , provided a forum for minority oppress ion and exposed
the Mumia police brutality in the Philadelphia
students to learn about
in
issue arid '^parilakeof a letter writing Police Department. He had no preVi :
a multi-strategic ous criminal record.
campdgn ^ par t
In Dec. 1981 J amal intervened
plan by independent groups like
when
he saw a person being beaten
Amnesty demanding jus tice from
by
in the street. The victim
a
cop
government officials responsible for
turned
out
to be Jamais brother , Bill
the case of Mumia Abu-Jamal.
Cook,
and
the
attempt of Jamal to res"Amnesty Internafional has called
cue
him
resulted
in his being shot in
for a retrial -in Mumia Abu-Jamal's
,
the
abdomen
and
also in the shooting
case because all, evidence suggests
'
of
the
police
officer " FauLkfler:
'
proc
edures
that the original judicial
failed to meet the minimum interna- Witnesses have claimed 'others were
tional standards for fair trials : wit- at the scene, but when other officers
nesses disagreed on the defendant 's arrived , they beat the wounded
appearance; several appear to have Mumia Abu-Jamal before taking him
been offered inducements to alter to a hospital , and immediatel y
their testimony to suit.the prosecu- charged him with murder.
On the grounds that Jamal did hot
tion's case, and the ballistics evidence
receive
a fair trial in 1982, his new
was inade quate," Julie de Sherbinin
attorneys
filed a writ of habeas corpus
of me Depa rtment of German and
in
1999
citing
29 violations of Jamal's
Russian, arid also the faculty advisor
constitutional
rights iri his case. The '
to Colby's Amnesty International
document
asserted
that there was the
group said.
suppression
of
evidence
by police and
In 1982 Jamal was convicted and
sentenced to death foi the murder of prosecutors , the coercion of witnesses,
Daniel Faulkner , a police officer with a fabricated "confession" story sup-

The Colb y Echo is a weekly newspap er published by the students of Colby
College on Thu rsday of each week the College is in session.
Letters
The Echo encour ages letters from its readers , especially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
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I aann unsigned letter.
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Contact Us
. , For information on 'publication dates or tp contact us about submittin g an
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CIRCLE club hosts

tarot reading
By NICOLE WAKELY

• Art Department *

posedly extracted from Jamal the
night of the shootings, and it declared
that an ineffective defense i was provided for Jamal in his first trial.
Because of the inadequacy of his
defense council, Jamal displayed public disagreements with his. attorn ey
during the first trial and was therefore
barred from the courtroom where his
own case was being held. ,
The habeas corpus ;also presents
the fact that the prosecutor in Jamal's
trial used all 11of its peremptory 'challenges to, forcibly eliminate possible
African , American jurors. It also
objected tojhe fact that the prosecutor
used Jamal' s involvement with, the
Black Panther Party to ar gue for his
execution.
"Whether or not Mumia is innocent is questionable ," said Kate
Wentzell '02, a member . of Colby's
Amnesty club, "but one thin g is for
surej he did not receive a fair, -trial.
This is pur judicial system...and if
people can't get a fair tri alwhere the'
heU are we supposed to turn?" '
Mumia Abu-Jamal has spent 18
years in prison, has been denied contact with his family,,and prison officialshave reportedl y opened his personal mail; He wrote a book, Live
from Death Row, during his imprisonment, and was put into solitar y
¦
confinement as a result
"Now how about that for freedom'
of speech?"'Wentzell said.
See J USTICE , continued

on page 4

Lecture and Exhibitio n Tour v
At
3:00
this afternoon ,
V^ronique
Plesch, Assistan t
Professor of Ar t History, will lead
a tour Of "Things in Books'
Clothin g: A User 's Guide to
Ar tist s Books," with Martin
Antonetti , cura t or of rare bo ok s at
Smith College. There will be a
reception at 3:30 p.m. in the lobb y
of the Colb y Ar t Museum. Please
meet for the tour iii the ' Given
Audi torium of Bixler at 2:30.

• Bookstore Visit •
Franklin the Turtle
At 1:00 p.m. on Friday ,
Franklin the tur tle is coming to
the Colb y Bookstor e in Rober t s
Union and he "wants to meet
you!" , Bring all. your friends and
family. Games will be played and
fun will be had by all. Activities
will include story tellin g, cookie
decor at ing, and pictures with
Fr anklin. Call 872-3609 for free
ticke t s, ' or drop by the Bookstore
to pick them up.

•Economics Lectur e *
"M aking M arke ts for Power ,"
with William W. Hogari , the
Lucius N. Litta uer Professor " of
Public Policy and Adminis tra tion
at the JFK School of Government
at Harvard Universit y. One of the
forertvost experts on the electricit y
sect or, Profe ssor Hogan will
speak on elect rici ty deregula tion.
This is an especiall y timely t alk
since Maine will deregula t e it s
electricity
sector in March .
Location: Olin 01.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

• Student Activiti es >

Looking to see if you will pa ss
that mid-term or get a date with Mr.
Right for next weekend? Tarot cards
may not be the answer you are look-

ing for.

Despite popular

¦

belief , tarot

CIRCLE club that held a tarot card
reading last Wednesday night.
While tarot cards may be used to
predic t the future in some cases,
many times the cards are simply
used to better understand the
events of the present.
"Taro t readings a re like a mirror
in which you see yourself. They are
a means of finding out about yourself by focusing on and pondering a
question to get your mind working," Maril yn R. Pukkila , the facult y
advisor of the club and a librarian in
Miller library said .
According to Victor Cancel '02,
"tar ot card reading can be considered an old type of psychology.
Checking the cards can improve
your self-esteem. "
Tarot card readin g is just one of
the activities that the CIRCLE club
has put together this year. Other
events in the past have included
visits from an astrolo ger and a psychic and worksho ps on yoga and
divination.
j The CIRCLE club (The Collective
for Insight Refuge and Celebrati on
of Life Experie nce) was started in
1998 by Jen Multari'OO and a group
of her friends.
Mul tari wanted to create an
alterna tive spiritual group . The
club' s mission is "to be a visual
communit y of spirit. To explore the
diverse religions and spiritual traditions of the world , to maintain an
outreach program to promote
awareness and underst anding oi
spirituali ty." .
"Other religions are important to
us and thafs the point of the club,"
Melissa Moon, a member of the
Waterville communit y who fre quentl y participates in CIRCLE
activities said.
The group celebrates man y holidays of different religions throu ghout tlie year , The most popular is
Maypole , a celebration whichStakes
place ori May 1 where partici pants
tie ribbons to a top of a tree , preferably birch , and dance around it.
"If s a lot of fun ," Multari said.

"We often get members of the communi ty that join us; if s great. "
Mul tari also spoke about the
subject of the most recent meetin g,
tarot readin g; She explained that
tarot cards are a form of divination.
By spr eading them out in a variety
of pa tterns you can look at the cards
and find answers to questions or
problems that have been troubling

you.
In tne pas t two decades , there
has been a virtual exp losion of t arot

cards with pictures of most anything on them. The best known
deck in the 20th century, however , is
the Rider-Waite deck.
DEBORAH DOBERNE / THE COLBY ECHO
Tarot cards are believed to have
Linda
Cotter
says
farewell
to
Mayflower
Hill
after
20
years
as
First
Lad
y.
been invented in the earl y 15th century in I t aly and a re descendants of
the familiar playing cards of today.
Contrary t o popular belief , they
were not invented by Gypsies.
In fac t, the Sforza family commissioned Bonifacio Bembo, a wellknown ar tist of the day to make the
first deck of playing cards for
Bianca , a lady who was marrying
into their famil y. Because she was
an outsider , the deck features pictures from the Sforza and Visconti
have been here so long, this has been
impact.
By J ON
families. "Hence the name , Visconti
"Her gre atest contribution to our home for 21, years , we've raised
SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
Sforza , for the deck ," Pukkil a said.
Colby and students , " said J onathan our children here and we've enjoyed
The Sforza deck is still in exis- ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Weiss, associate dean of faculty and our life here but I think for both us
tence and around today.
director of Off Campus Study, "was and the College, if s time we move
Alexander Pope, had he been
At the meeting, the club did a
on, It 's . been interesting to watch
the development of the internship
alive to meet Linda Cotter , would
group reading. Everyone took a
program , which she did all on her Colby, change ! arid grow , oyer the
turn shufflin g the cards. When theyi have retracted his remark , "most own through contacting alumni ancl years.
"
were laid out in answer to th£ ¦cjUes- |' women tttxvqMo characters at all.
Nonetheless, Cotter believes the
student 's parents. Her efforts affordlndeed
,
Cotter
is
an
example
Llnda
tion: "How will this tarot card sesCollege
still needs to worjc on divered Colby students the opportunity to
of the strong character of women
sion impact the group? The answe rs
sif ying. "While there have been
and her indelible mark on the Colby do some ol the amazing things they
were pretty sur pr ising. "
sortie very positive advancements in
are now doing. It was wonderful
Campus is testament to this,
The tower card came up which
diversification while I have been
here
,"
Before coming to Colb y in 1979, having her
signified radical chan ge while the ,
here-for
examp le, the number of
Cotter
was
also
instrumental
in
Linda Cotter worked around the
outcome cards predicted celebrafemale
faculty members , has
students
who
spent
time
counselin
g
world jn-Ni geria, Columbia and the
tion, The card that reflected how
considerabl y as have the
increased
in
Africa
because
of
her
familiarity,
United States. She worked for a short
others perceived the grou p was the
international students
nurnber
of
with
the
area
and
helped
to
establish
time at a small foundation in Oyster
' Al 'y y-y
,
fOOl Caid . ¦:
,
'
percen
t: pf the student bod y is
program
,
i
and
Colby
s
Guerhevaca
8p
Bay, New York and 'spent several
The grou p didn 't seem surprised
England-still , much
New
not
from
having
decided
that
her
Last
May,
years teaching third grade in Nigeria
by this at all. "Intuition isn't valued
done,
,
be
Diversity is a key
needs
to
work
with
the
Off
Campus
Study
and iri the; United States, She also
in our society at all," Pukkila said.
liberal
arts
education and
part
of
a
Office
was
done,
she
retired
from
her
taught English at the University of
"But then again , skeptics make the
enrich
and
broaden stuserves
to
As
a
tribute
to
her
efforts
postion
,
,
the Andes in Columbia,
'" : ,
".
best magicians.
Colby
experiences.
¦ :
K,
dent'
s
lives
and
¦
Cotter
internship
award
the
Linda
¦
¦
¦
A Dur ing her first year at Colby, she
'
:¦ , ,
•. . . ,
, ' • , . 'I -. . > i , , y
/
needs to cont inue to create and
» • • • • • • ••t • • • • • M t t t M l t t t t t li. t : was husied .iWlth moving to a new fund was established , This award
location and getting hersel f and offers 30,000 dollars to students who expand the lines of communicat ion
three children settled. Toward the are nor mally unable , based on finan- between student s otherwise divers ity is a moot point,"
y
'
end of the year , Mrs. Cotter began cial need , to participate in internship
! tlm'.Wtur« I1iyln«F lUUy,M.r. J
7
Of Colby 's future and incoming
f*r«»|hTh«ntUy,Mir. 9
working at a healt h agency in programs.
Mrs. Cotter remains
very Preside nt-elect Bro Adams , Cotter
Water ville but soon found that it was
too difficult to support her hus- involved In several campus commit- said, "I think it was a good selecK».|* NllMy«7ilV
band's efforts on campus while tees including tho litman Locture tion -he |a rig ht for Colby and I think
a*
the school shares my sentimonts„.he
Committee and the Commencement
Workin g downtown ,
ALLAJOUT
I
IYIIOTHi
R
is very experienced and excited to
Instead , Mrs. Cotter volunteered Committee. She and President Cotter
I
come
to Colby. ,.. I have confidence
,
still
serve
as
faculty
affiliates
in
the
to hel p Career Services, which was
*l»Mrti»H »»WH.»tMa
'
that .Colbys nat ipnal reputation will
then restruc turing , Mrs , Cotter was Piper residence hall , and students
DONT ORY
I« , BOY8
i. ,,
instrumental in establishin g the now often come by tho house to talk and conHnuQ ito rise. " ,
; ' a NiiHtiy »m,ooiii(i«iJo
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Colby
farew ell this
bids
have
dinner.
Most
recently,
however,
•After,
strong
relationshi
p
she
that Career
:
Services lias witli Colby alumni.
Linda has been busy traveling a lot spring, Cotter will be working out of
• ;
,,
brlok oven plan and ruiiilo' Miidylohti * ( NfoHcIn g her excellent work at with her husband to visit alum ni Boston as a consultant to the Oak
* MlgMlyMJCM»«M», . , . .. ;¦;
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• career services, the off-campus study making as she calls it, the %reweH Foundation. The OaV Foundation is
.
Motv
&Wed.
NlRhU
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80UP8 8ALAD8 • 1?LATBREAD87 •' office eagerly offered her a. job to tour/ ' . . .;,, , , '; -, , . , .
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Saturday ni ght at 8:30 in the
Pa ge Commons Room of Cotter
Union, J ames Boylan, Associate
Professor of Eng lish, will give a
reading from his novel, "Ge tt ing
In " as well as from some of his
other works. Strangebrew will
perform ¦& benefit dance , concer t at
91:00' p irn. Sti&ge^*^:Jfe1a ^nn§
Boylan on keyboard s and Laura
Hudson on lead vocals, plays art
eclectic mix of rock and roll, funk ;
Mow t own, and "just plain noise."
A $3 dona tion is requested at the
door to benefi t the national
hunger relief organization.
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$50,000

FOR COLLEGE.
Choose to serve in one

of the Army 's top-priority
occupational skills, and you
could receive a cash bonus of
up to $20,000, if your qualify.
Plus , earn up to $50,000in
money for college throu gh
the Mont gomery G.I. Bill
and the Army College Fund ,
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Off Me Hill

Jifiurgef King franchise owner and a
film junkie: life in Waterville after Colby
By BLISS MARGARET
WCX)LMTNGTON

a

STAFF WRITER

While working as a lamp salesman arid attending graduate school
at San Francisco State University,
Jon Jorgensen '88 dedded he was
ready for a change. At the time,
* California was experiencing a boom
,.. in gourmet shops, delis, restaurants
and coffee shops. "Eureka, the light
bulb went off," said Jorgensen. "I
knew I wasn't a life student and I
wanted to start doing something
else." Jorgensen saved his money,
did some research, and rented space
on : Main Street in Waterville. In
. 1990, he returned , to his native
Waterville to open the coffee
k shop / gourmet cafe* known as
Jorgensen's.
Like Jorgensen, many Colby
alumni have opted to stay in
Waterville after graduation both to
work and settle down. Alumni relations estimates that between 600 and
700 Colby alumni are currently liv(lk;ing in the greater Waterville area
and doing a variety of work.
"Most Colby alumni are working
'
in professional services," says
Nancy , Fox of Alumni Relations.
"Many are doctors, lawyers, and
accountants. We have a few that are
farmers just outside of Waterville."
When.asked if he really liked
Maine, Ken Eisen '73, a native of
?'Washington D.C, said "no, I just
didrtt like Washington, D.C.!".
*' Eisen spent only a year and a half
away from Waterville after gradua-

tion before he returned. In 1978, he
opened Railroad Square Cinema
with five friends.
"Maine is a very small place,"
said Eisen."We show lots of films
that ordinarily wouldn't get shown
around here...lots of unusual and
sperialized films." On top of running Railroad Square Cinema, Eisen
writes film reviews for the Maine
Times, has his own Friday night jazz
show on Maine Public Radio, programs films for the Maine
International Film Festival, and
teaches a film dass at Colby during
Jan Plan. He does not;however, run
the restaurant attached to his cinema. "I wouldn't recommend the
restaurant business to anyone," he
said with a chuckle.
Other Colby alumni feel differently. When Jorgensen opened his
doors for the first time, there was an
arts festival happening downtown
with a few thousand people roaming around.
"The shop was only 9 feet by 50
feet so with 5 to 6 people in there it
was a crowd. The place looked perpetually busy," said Jorgensen. He
was running the coffee shop essentially by himself, with a little help
from a friend and his girlfriend at
the time although "she's history so
to speak, in more ways than one,"
said Jorgensen. A year later,he hired
his first employee: a Colby student
and the first one on the payroll. By
1992, he had moved out and into a
bigger location down the street.
"It was impossible to do any
more business because of the size -

we were maxed out," says
Jorgensen. In 1994, he again expanded to Jorgensen's current size. Today
Jorgensen employs 10 people, along
with his parents. "I used to hire
Colby students,but Saturday mornings were pretty ugly.Sunday mornings were even uglier... I asked
myself, did I lopk like that on
Saturday mornings at Colby? The
answer is yes!" said Jorgenson.
Jorgensen says he enjoys watching students change as they come to
Jorgensen's through the years. "I see
people freshman year, sophomore
year... they come in with a new
boyfriend, a new girlfriend... I see a
lot of changes. God bless you guys. I
try to get thern hooked freshman
year," he says - with a smile.
Jorgensen is currently preparing for
his next undertaking, a golf center
called the Jorgensen Family Center
that he is opening with his wife in
Norridgewock, several miles outside of Waterville.
David Palmer '57 admits his wife
wasn't too excited when he came
home and announced he wanted to
be a Burger King franchisee. While

Brown Daily Herald
Providence, RI

Fifteen groups of Brown University students competed in a lip synch conhousliving in Miami;he was offered a job test last week for, the ultimate prize - the chance to override the lottery
were
Performances
ing
system
and
pick
the
room
or
suite
of
their
choice.
in the young and growing franchise
judged by members of the Brown Residential Council on originality,quality,
that had just been purchased from.
and overall stage presence. One of the most outlandish skits of the night,
Pillsbury.
induded one student dressing up as the former university president imper-;
"There were only about 350 sonating Shania Twain who was then subsequently beat up by the Backstreet
¦' ¦ • >¦ ¦¦• ¦
restaurants back then," said Palmer. Boys.
'
After travelling around the country
working for Burger King, in 1972 he
The Oklahoma Daily
bought into a partnership,that purNorman , Oldahom a
chased a Burger King in Portland. A
few years later, he sold out of the
The University of Oklahoma is getting a little hairier this year with a new
partnership and began developing twist allowing women students to participatein the annual beard growing
on his own in Waterville. For 7 years contest. Women partidpants will be allowed to grow their leg hair for the
he commuted between Miami and contest in lieu of a beard. At the last count, more women than,men had,
Maine. "I devoted all my time to the signed up to participate in the beard growing contest which is part pf the
business," said Palmerl Eventually activities at Engineer's Week at the university.
he moved back to Waterville with
his family where he owned two
The University News
Burger Kings, one in F^rnington,
St. Louis, Missour i
and one in Skowhegan.
Today, his daughter Laurie runs
Playboy cameras will be aimed at Conference USA schools for the
the Burger Kings. "After she gradu- October issue of the pornographic magazine. Student candidates for the fall
ated she went to school to become 2000 calendar are required to be at least 18 years of age and registered as
an RN," said Palmer. "Once she was either a full or part-time student at a Conference USA school. So far, Playboy
out of nursing school ,she,said 'I plans to photograph at St. Louis University,Marquette University, De Paul
don't want anything, to do , with University, and the University of Houston. Student reactions towards the
healthcare-I, want to go into the magazine are mixed, though many admit that they would not want to be
Burger King business' and I said photographed for the calendar and some even fear that the reputation of
fine. If s a young persons' business their school will be damaged from the affiliation with Playboy.
and I loved it. She worked there for
Badger Herald
8 or 9 years so she knew what she
Madison, Wisconsin
was getting into. If s a marvelous
company with wonderful franAccording to a recent study conducted by the University of California,
chisees. I would never have done
pulling
an all nighter may actually increase brain activity. The study suganything differently." As graduation
gests
that
after 35 hours of sleep deprivation the pre-frontal cortex which
time draws near and seniors" begin
controls short-term memory, becomes stimulated and actually compensates
searching the job market outside of
for the loss of sleep. However, experts warn that after 48 hours of sleep
Colby, who knows how many may
deprivation performance becomes seriously impaired.
one day be drawn back to the
Waterville area, to join the ranks of
compiled by Brooke Fitzsimmons
future success stories.

Igloo of love' erected
on Dana Beach
By J ON SILBERSTEIN-

LOEB

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

COURTESY OF CAITLIN NELSON

To escape the winter cold Dana residents have taken to "shacking up " in an igloo on Dana Beach.

CHARGES: SGA back to business
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continued from page one
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August in a personal conversation
' tha t he, made and had knowledge of,
improper long-distance phone calls,"
the docurrient read, "the two telephone
calls to Philadelphia were to numbers
that had beendisconnected or changed
*'in,the past three weeks."
> j The document condudes, "as these
numbers are to the same area code arid
interchange as Mr. Gray's home, this
represents,,,a high likelihood of abuse
' by Mr.Gray."
j The document also cites Gray's
charges of racism levied aga inst
Hump hreys as grounds for Gray 's
Impeachment:
^ "Mr. Gray violently accused Mr.
Humphreys of racism, and bigotry,
^
membership in the New Jersey Ku
Klux Klan, arid of being 'a disciple of
. Hitler,' Ho further threatened political
" and personal harm and revenge oh Mr.
Humphreys if any action of impeachmentjWere pursued against him, All of
theseactions representclear violations
of
spirit of.,, the SGA
7A both the letter and
¦' ¦ ¦
'Code of Ethics.'" . ' . ¦;,' to
i»7 i Gray^asunwilling rorrurientbrt
Whether he still harbors Animosity
toward Humphreys.
, The letter to the Hearing Boar d also
^ cites Gray 's confrontation with
professor and Chair of economics
David Fihdlay as a further cause of his
violation of the SGA Cede of Ethics,
<,£ /'After th« Feb,2 Presidents ' Council
Mr. <?*»y appro ached Prof. David
^Firidlay j until recently the faculty,repre f1 a il«iitatl yf --tp ^TOBid ^te^^oujricil/' the
doro mem read, "He shouted nt him
„ 'h«ryFind i»y;heyFindlay ,' He then stayed j 'I wlslvyour ,students could have
men you «fc the, last faculty meeting
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Findlay was about to respond Mr.Gray
shouted, 'no, no, this conversation is
over' and stormed away, Prof. Findlay
has since resigned his position,.. Mr.
Gray's actions have both damaged the
practical functionality and perception
of SGA."
In his letter, Cotter also refers to "an
exchange between Jon and a faculty
member," which he describes as "disrespectful."
In her letter, Brown comments on
the hypocr isy of those pres idents
accusing Gray of violating the SGA
Code of Eth ics for his comments to
Findlay.
"I would like to say that during the
SGA meeting I attended I witnessed
blatant disrespect for my fellow faculty
members. In addition, those of us who
wroteto the SGA to register our dismay
at Mr. Humphreys' veto... were told in
no uncertain terms mat this wns none
of our business; in one case we were
told not to contact the student Pavld
August '02) again," Milcel Brown
wrote. "While I do not condone incivility, if respect for faculty is an issue here,
there are a number of SGA members
who should be held accountab le."
Cotter 's letter also acquits Gray of
not attendin g a Board of Trustees
meeting that the impeachmen t document levies as a charge he "failed to
perform his duty as a Student
Represent ative to the Board of
Trustees."
"Jon in fact notified the Secretar y
of the Corpora tion, Earl Smith, that
he would not be able to att end that
special itmeeting, " Cotter wrote ,
'Whlle would have been better , if
^Joh had told Ben (hat he would hot be
table to attend that special meeting ,;I
do not find that Jon 'failed to perform
his duties '' since he had a legitimate
'
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conflict on the evening of the special
Trustee meeting."
Brown defended Gray for not
attending the meeting.
"Ed Yeterian... told me that the
faculty reps to the board of trustees
also did not the attend Jan meeting
because they had other commitments. Missing a meeting is not an
impeachable offense, it is just life-we
all dp it" \
Smith's comments in a letter
addressed to former Hearing Board
Chair, David Famiglletti '00 posted
around campu s earl ier in the week
also excuse d Gray fr om not at ten ding
the meeting.
"I write as the Secretary of the
Corporat ion to a dd ress concerns
raised in the current impeachment
proceedings against Mr. Jon Gray
having to do with his failure to
atten d a special meeting of the Colby
Board of Trustees,., The bylaws of th e
President & Trustees of Colby
College make no requirement for the
meeting attendance of trustees.., To
put this matter in some perspective,
it may be helpful to know tha t in the
year 1998-99, only one studen t representative attended the stated meeting
of October 7, 1998, and April 17, 1999,
and no student representative attended the annual meeting of May 5,
1999," wrote Smith.
The group was nbt satisfied with
Smith' s excusing Gray from not
attending the meeting,
y
!Mr, Gray 's absence was a grievous affro nt to his constitutional
responsibilities, " the document read ,
"While Mr , Gra y may contend that he
was excused by Dean Smith,., the
Dean of the College is not empow- ,
•red to excuse $GA leaders from their
"
comtitutidntA'duties,
¦
¦¦ ¦
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•In Maine's cold and blustery winters there is little to do but stay
inside and play Tony Hawk. More
hearty souls head to the ski slopes,
others to their snowmobiles, and a
select eccentric few build igloos. A
few of these igloo architects set up
shop earlier this winter on Dana
Beach.
Amy Cotton '02, Caitlin Nelson
'00, Ed Jastrem '02, Patrick Olson
'02, John Webber '02, and Dave
Zlatin '02 joined together to build an
"igloo of love," to escape the "boredom of the cold, dark, and desolate
months of winter," said Cotton.
Initially, Jastrem had suggested
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the motley crew construct a snow
fort but soon enough the project
turned into a full-scale igloo. The
Dana igloo was by no means your
average snow hut. It took the team
days to finish, the end result being
an enormous structure that could
comfortably fit 15 people inside. The
igloo was complete with benches
and love seats to put guests at ease.
Cotton, who is 5' 4", could comfortably stand up in it.
As the amount of snow continued to accumulate, Physical Plant
Department grew concerned about
excess weight being put on the roof
of Dana. "We were concerned about
the weight on the roof because of all
the snow and we decided to clear all
the snow off," said Gordon
Cheesman, Associate Director of
PPD.

OrriCIBS '

As the snow removal commenced, the igloo architects, kept a
watchful eye on their igloo. Then 1 when the snow blowers neared, the" '
architects blocked their path, refus-; '
ing to move until PPD was dissuad- • **
ed from going any further,
PPD was particularly concerned
about the 9 ft. tall mound of snow' '
but "when we discovered that it was'- ' "
a hollow igloo and not just a huge ''
wet pile of snow, we were put at "
ease," said Cheesman.
.""
However, with the recent warrrr''
spell, most of the snow on campus
including the igloo has melted pro-'"
hunting others from enjoying the"- ,'
warmth and shelter it provides dur- ' '
ing the nasty cold weather Perhaps >
the moral of the story we should all
learn is: Don't put your igloo on the '
' ¦'
Beach.
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ADAMS: Next President answers students' questions
continued from page one

we have to find the ways to live productively with accomplished diverand connection and the visible signs sity."
of excellence in both the faculty and
On affirmative action, Adams
the student body."
stated institutions should have
"It is not simply a numbers game, aggressive polities on recruitment
It is also a matter of the nature of the for diversity. The system should
culture that the community devel- obviously be non-discrhninatory,
ops on campus," said Adams in ref- and "highly proactive in developing
erence to a st udent's question about representative pools for recruithow he plans to attract a more ment."
diverse student body to Colby,
Knowing that he had worked
"We want diversity for funda- previously at Bucknell, one student
mentally educational reasons and ventured to ask why he left Bucknell

Adams explained his experience
was somewhat different at Bucknell,
which was a school dominated by
the Greek system and by fraternity
parties. Adams expressed that as in
all things, it is important to identify
what constitutes as risky behavior
and to stomp it out.
One student brought up the fact
that the Colby name is not well
known in all parts of the country,
spedfically the mid-West and the
West Coast. The student then asked
how Adams planned to promote the

in the first place, i Immediately
Adams replied, "Colby's just a better
place." Citing personal and professional reasons and that he and his
family "felt that it is absolutely the
right thing."
Adams confirmed as well that he
would have an open door policy and
is eager to visit student activities. He
will try to teach a course,probably a
philosophy course, which he is looking forward to tremendously.
A question on many students'
minds was his policy on alcohol

Colby name throughout the United
States. Adams responded by saying
that if we "emphasize recruitment
and commit to diversity at Colby the
Colby name can only grow in
stature."
A student asked Adams about his
rumored discontent with the corrosiveness of athletic recruiting at
Bucknell. Adams explained that he
was quite honestly; "glad to be at a
Division HI school and not at another Division I school" because he
thinks "in general Division I pro-

grams are going the wrongway."
The entire audience was invited 1
for a reception with Adams and his
wife. While adjustment and acclimatization await this new president
and the student body, many think
the future also looks bright and
Adams seems enthusiastic abouty
tackling the challenges that await
him.
<

JUSTICE : Colby st udents rally for Jama l DEBATE: Exp erts tackle abortion question
continued from page two

them were African American. Also
peculiar is the Philadelphia Fraternal
Order of Police Officers actively campaigning for the execution of Mumia
Abu-Jamal. This is a grievance to
many because "police officers should
be impartial enforcers of the law," de
Sherbinn said.
There will be a demonstration in
front of the courtroom in April when
Yohn makes his ruling in
Philadelphia about Murrda's hoped
for evidentiary hearing. A demonstration is planned for May 7 in Madison
Square Garden,and another rally will
be held in Philadelphia on May 13.
If any student or students would
like to show their support for Mumia
at these rallies, contact Wentzell. "If
enough students are interested, we
could organize a carpool or arrange to
go through, the support network for
Mumia here in Maine," she said.

be used in future appeals.
The 1999 haheas corpus is crudal
Prominent individuals such as in influencing Federal District Judge
President Nelson Mandela of South William H. Yohn, Jr. in determining
Africa and the foreign minister of whether or not Mumia will receive an
Belgium, along with the Japanese evidentiary hearing to reopen the facDiet, and the European and Danish tual record in his case. The letter writParliaments have expressed concern ing campaigns done by Amnesty
International all aim to pressure Yohn
for Mumia Abu-Jamal's situation.
"...Amnesty International fears to allow the evidentiary hearing.
"If Sabo's [Jamal's judge] record is
that Mumia Abu-Jamal's ori ginal trial
allowed
to stand, then there is no such
may have been contaminated by the
thing
as
justice in the United States,"
deep-rooted racism that appears to
International representaan
Amnesty
taint the application of the death
tive
said.
penalty in Pennsylvania," said Pierre
Further circumstances about
Sane, Secretary General of Amnesty
mal's
case continue to fuel
International.
Ja
After the Pennsylvania State Amnesty's desire to see justice done,
Supreme Court denied Jamal's first such -as the fact that his trial was
appeal in 1989, these independent presided by Judge AlbertSabo, whom
groups along with Jamal's defense six former Philadelphia prosecutors
lawyers have petitioned for a hearing say had sentenced more people to
that will allow the witnesses and evi- death than any other sitting judge in
dence originally denied by Jamal's the United States. In 1998, 120 people
judge to be presented in the court to were on death row-and all but 13 of

members of our society."
When asked whether she felt that
abortion should be allowed in the
choice arguments.
case of rape, Hallan-Florlto respondFirst, to those who say that it is
ed by describing a case of one young
better not to bring babies into the
world who are unwanted or who rape victim who actually wanted to
will be handicapped in some way, keep her baby. The woman, whom
Hallan-Florlto asked, "who's right she was counseling in the aftermath
is it to say who should live and of the rape, complained that no one
who should die." She marveled at supported her derision to keep the
how ironic this line of reasoning is child and that "it was not just the
considering how our society now rapisfs baby." This isolation from
prides itself on giving mentally friends and family over her decision,
and physically disabled people Hallan-Florlto said, complicated the
additional respect. As for Kolberf s "psychological and spiritual healargument the central issue here is ing" process for that victim.
In her rebuttal, Kolbert agreed
one of women's rights, HallanFlorlto claimed that abortion vio- that there are no right or wrong
lates authentic feminism, which is answers in situations such as these
rooted in the desire for universal and that it should be a rape vicequal rights for all human beings. tim's decision as to whether or not
"Abortion," she said, "takes away she keeps the child.
the most fundamental right - that
Kolbert agreed with her oppoof life - from the most vulnerable nent that taking the life of another

continued from page one

.«

human being is undeniably
wrong. However, she insisted that,4
in our society at the present time,
there is a lively debate over when,
in fact, life begins. "Jewish people," she claimed, "believe that life
begins at birth, whereas Catholics
believe that life begins at' concept
tion." She went on to emphasize
that, when fundamental beliefs
such as those of religion differ, we
^
have usually found it in our best
interest to give people the freedom
to make their own moral decisio n s, rather than putting this
power in the hands of govern*
ment. With this she quoted a popular bumper sticker, "if you^
oppose abortion, don't have one."
The debate was well attended
and Colby students asked a host of•questions in the question and
answer sessions that followed the
debate.
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Opinions
Cotter saved us from ourselves
The Echo takes its hat off to President Cotter for his speedy resolution of
the Jon Gray impeachment debade. The name calling and corruption that
has gone on in recentweeksmade it dear that SGA members were not up to
the task of giv ing Gray a f air and quick trial.
The SGA constitution was not dear enough about the details of impeaching a vice president, but the handling of the trial was inadequate.It is unfortunate that it had to come to this, but most parties, espedally Ben
Humphreys who initially asked Cotter to intervene, would agree that somebody needed to.
Cottercut through the nonsense and, in one night, came to the condusion
that SGA should have come to a long time ago. Yes, Gray did some irrespons ible things, but he does not deserve to be removed from office for having done them.
Cotter was able to dismiss all charges easily and the impeachment trial
came to a no-nonsense condusion, leaving SGA members to wonder why
they needed top-secret meetingsand had to wear pagers. How niceit would
have beenif someone had been able to magically appear and providea quick
and fair resolution to the Clinton impeachment trial yet in reality,the people
that are eleded to govern are generally responsible enough to make sound
decisions. Clinton was aquitted. The senate did not allow personal issues to
enter into their votes. SGA dearly can not be trusted to handle such an
important issue like impeachment. This makes Cotter's action both welcome
and tragic.
We are not in the real world, and until we are, we can have enjoy the benefits of not having to deal with real world consequences. We should be glad
that Cotter brought the hearings to a dose before the situation become an
anyuglier.

Don't hang SPB for SGA's crimes

It appears as if Student Government Assodation Sorial Chair Amanda
Carucri and the SPB have their own way of dealing with a scandal and an
impeachment—keep quiet and do good work.
Unfortunately,those who still have faith in SGAhave been too wrapped
up in the impeachment debate to notice, while those who have written off
our governing body also assodate Carucd with the machine. But these same
people will go see George Clinton and Parliament this spring. Clinton represents the biggest name at Colby since Dave Matthews came in 1995, and
the show has the potential to be the largest party in recent memory.
But the best part of this year 's SPB is that it didn't bet the entire year on
one big party., Thanks to their creativity,there have been many events to
choose from. Winter Carnival was well planned out and equally well attended. Johnson/ Chaplin Commons is presenting us with a Colby version of
"Who Wants to be a Millionaire." An all-day Mardi Gras extravaganza is
coming, and FossArts is expanding its base to attrad the entire student body
- premier bands are in store for the outdoor event.
Expectations are as high as ever for our Sor
ial Chair, and living up to
diem can be a daunting task. Naughty by Nature was cr
iticized for being too
dated and not popular enough to justify the price tag. Otis Day and the
Knights were similarly criticized for the cost. But, while the cost of events is
certainly an issue, at least we have events to speak of.
The energy created by events on campus permeate s the stu dent body.
Underdassmen who complain about lack of sorial life don't realize that keg
parties never used to be free, and there oftentimes were not viable events
afterwards. While this perk is a credit to braveparty hosts, Carucci, the SPB
and the Commons Leaders have encour aged peop le to host parties and
helped limit liability. So whatever we have to say about SGA, we should
keep it specific and be careful not to group in people who are working hard
to do their jobs and make sure we have something to do on the weekend.

Offering Up My Solution

Replace SGA
Jeffrey Calareso

The voices in my head often
ask : wh y do I belittle SGA so
much? Why, they ask , do I call
SGA useless , ineffective, and
incompetent? And most importantl y, if they're so bad , do I have
a better method of student gov-

ernment?
Last week I soug ht to explore

the first two questions. But I think
everyone alread y knew the

answer from the front page of the
Echo. Or better yet, most peop le

could figure it out just by pondering how much the SGA's helped
them out this year.
But the third question lingers
as long as we have immature,
unprofessional ,, weak leaders in
SGA, as we've had for some time
now, I'd like to use this column to
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discuss important issues , but I
th ink right now the situation with

the SGA is so wretched it deserves
attent ion until we can decide to
eliminate the current system, and
rep lace it with a functional one.
I think the fundamental problem with the current student government is its utter misdirection.
Read your constitution, people,
and discover why you exist: clubs.
You run the clubs. They are your
jurisdiction. Granted, you are a
club as well, and you have authority over yourselves, but we as a
student bod y may decide to take
that power away if you continue
to misuse it,
The SGA, contrary to popular
belief , has no role in campus politics. Yes, they can make recommendations to the College Affairs
Committee, and Ben Humphreys

represents

the

student

Opinions Editor Geoff Ward

Letters

Editorials

Devils
quoting
scripture

M. UC «J>

body

before the faculty, administration,
and trustees, but that is all.

See DEVILS, continued
on page 6

Let's rethink
renovations
The articlein last week's Echo on
the postponement of renovations to
Averill and Johnsonbrought to mind a
few concerns. First of all, the article
states that if and when the halls are
renovated they will be given a "look
similar to AMS and Dana." While I
have nothing against the design of
AMS and Dana, I really hope the college realizes there is something to be
said for diversity in design. I can think
of nothing more bland than to have
our campus be comprised of buildings
and rooms that all look alike. The renovation of Foss dining hall to look

more like Dana is a frightening prelude to what could happen to the rest
of campus.
That topic aside,, the real reason for
this letter is the topic of the Echo artide, namely the possibility that Averill
and Johnson will be converted from
residence halls into academic buildings. I have major reservations about
the College considering this. While I
have been at Colby there seems to
have been non-stop construction, with
the Pugh Center and Olin opening
their doors my first year here and the
apartments welcoming this year's
seniors. I do not question the need for
many of the additions to the Colby
campus, and with a president about to
conclude a long, successful term here I
am not surprised by the timing of the
projects. I do, how ev er, fear that there
is a lack of reverence among the pow-

ers that be for what makes Colby a
truly wonderful campus. No, it is not
just the open green spaces that the college loves to talk about and spend
excessive amounts of money on. It is
the fact that we are in Maine and our
campus shows it. We have woods. We
have places that you can wander into
and get away from dasses, roommates, deadlines, and countle ss other
nagging facts of college life. Honestly,
one of the biggest attractions to me
when look ing at v iew books back in
high school was that Colby had miles
of cross-country running and skiing
trails on campus. This is something
that few schools can offer and our
counterparts Bates and Bowdoin certainly do not. Even if students, faculty,
and members of the community do
not use these wonderful spaces directly, they enjoy the ability of the unde-

veloped areas to buffer the campus
from town.
My t
ime at Colby has seen more
and more of the campus turn from
woods to the pretty brick
building/grassy quad/country club
feel of the rest of campus. I have an
awful fear that when I come back to
Colby for my 20th reunion there will
be dorms on top of Runnals. If I could
ask one thing pf the new president, it
would be: Please do not let this happen to my school. We need to provide
academic space for departments with
growing pains like computer sdence. I
understand. Just do not do it at the
cost of turning our campus into a
bunch of pretty buildings and grass in
between. I can get that anywhere.
Jason St. Clair '00

Opinions

Over the hill at age 20?
Ward's
Words
Geoff Ward
I'm going to be an old man now.

Tomorrow I turn 20. I'll be leaving my teen years behind officiall y
entering adulthood, and to tell you
the truth I'm not looking forward to
it all that much. The prospect of fullfledged adulthood is not a welcome
one.
I think if s also slightly scary to
think that a quarter of my. life or
more is possibly over. And what
have I done in the two decades I've
been on this Earth? Not a whole lot.
I know that an education is a necessary prerequisite for the rest of life,
and I'll probably be in school for a
few years after Colby,but sometimes
I wish I could be out in the real
world now, and doing real things.
And I wouldn't necessarily be getting an early start by doing so. The
list of peop le who have done amazing things before their 20th birthday
is quite long and quite depres sing
for someone like me, on the threshold of 20.
• Joan of Arc led the French army
to. victory against the English at
Orleans during the Hundre d Years
War when she was 18, At age 19 she
was burned at the stake for heresy.
• Cleopatra was only 17 or 18
when she became ruler of Egypt.
• Wayne Gretzky was 17 when he
played in his first Stanley Cup finals.
• The Marquis de Lafayette was

made a Major General in the
Continental Army when he was 19—
a few months shy of his 20th birthday. He was also an aide-de-camp to
Washington at age 19.
• Bob Feller pitched for the
Indians when he was 17.
• By the age of 17, Aristotle was
studying with Plato.
• Phillis Wheatley, the black po et
was just 17 when she published her
first poem "An Elegaic Poem, on the
Death of the Celebrated Divine. .
.George Whitfield." This in spite of
the fact that she was a slave owned
by a Boston merchant f amily.
• Joe Nuxhall pitched for the
Reds in 1954 when he was 15.
• King Tutankhamen of Egypt
was about 16 when he died. The
most important thing he did dur ing
his reign was to restore the old religion that had been overthrown by
Akhenaton, who had instituted
major religious reforms dur ing his
reign.
• Ken Gr
iffey Jr. entered major
league baseball in 1989 at age 19,
• Born in 1767, when he was only
14, John Quincy Adams went to
Russia as private secretary and interpreter of French to the U.S. envoy,
Francis Dana. The next year he
became an unoffic ial secretary to the
American Commissioners negotiating the Treaty of Peace, after the
American Revolution, in Paris.
• Kobe Bryant of the Los Angles
Lakers was the youngest NBA AllStar ever at age 19.
• Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
was a child prodigy and was playing

and composing music from about
age 5 on, and composed operas in

his teens.

I WAS WORRIED
ABOUT BEING BEHIND
THE CURVE WITH
WHAT I'VE DONE WITH
MY LIFE THUS FAR,
BUT NOW I REALIZE
THAT MY BEST
YEARS SHOULD BE
JUST AHEAD OF ME.
• Serena Williams recently w on
the U.S. Open at the age of 18.
However, thankfully I realized as
I did the research for this that while
many peop le did gr eat things at
extremely y oung ages, there are just
as many w orthy accomplishments
by those in their twenties.
• Booker T. Washington, born a

slave , became pres id ent of the
Tuskegee Institute, a teacher 's college for blacks in 1881, at the age of
25.

• James Madison was bom in
1751, He was a member of Virginia's
Revolut ionary convent ion in 1776 at
the age of 25, and became a member
of the Continental Congress in 1780.
• Alexander the Great began to
lead his first conquer ing expeditions
in 334 BC and by the time he was 23
years old he had conquered Turkey,
Persia , Syria and Egypt.
• Pablo Picasso developed
Cubism between 1906, when he was
25, and 1910.
• Alexander Graham Bell came to
America at the age of 24, and at 25

was made professor of vocal physiology and the mechanics of speech
at Boston University. He successfully tested his first telephone when he
was 29.
• Alexander Hamilton was
awarded a commission in the New
York Artillery Co., in 1776, at age 21.
On March 1, 1777, he received a
commission as lieutenant colonel,
just seven weeks after his twentysecond birthday. He was elected to
Congress at 27, and later became
Secretary of the Treasury.
• George Washington was 22
when he served with General
Braddock at the British defeat at Fort
Duquesne.
• Napoleon, bom in Corsica in
1769, attended military schools in
France, and had his first military victory in 1793 at the age of 24. He was
a national hero by 1797 and in 1799
overturne d the French government
and made himself first consul.
• Albert Einstein at the age of 26
published his special theory of relativity in the prestigious German
monthly
publication
physics
Annalen der Physik.

The twent ies seem to be the age
when many peop le are at their peak,
an encouraging thoug ht, for all of
us. I was worried about being
behind the curve with what I've
done with my life thus far, but I now

realize that my best years should be

just ahead of me.
If s when I turn 30 then I'm going
to get depressed.

Geoff Ward is the Opinions Editor.

The legend of the Blue Light
By ZACK KAHN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This is a story long passed down in the history of

Colb y, Its sources, like those that mumble about the

underground fraternities and the interconnecting
tunnels , are either rumor driven freshman girls or
cannot be disclosed without placing these sources
into very difficult positions. This story, however, has
over the years taken the form of Legend. One that is
told to incoming freshman, gullible sophomores,
goof y juniors and especially innocent seniors is a legend that stems from the center of our campus and

one that attempts to inch its way into our everyday
lives, peeking through our windows and hiding
under our beds. It is, of course , "The Legend of the
Blue Light." This is a complex legend , with many
debating groups of intellectuals uncertain of its origin, early uses, or even its spin off legends. Luckily
however, I have a copy of the offidal Student Guide
to Colb y Legends and Myths sitting open in front of
me to page 12. There sits the "offidal" description in
semi-encyclopedia form. Here, I will read it to you:
The Legend of the Blue Light (bloo-lite) - atop the
library tower, visible for miles around perches the
Blue Light. Its origin Is unknown, however, upon

doser inspection it can be easily ascertained that it is
simp ly a white light while the windows are covered

in blue cellophane allowing it to cast its eerie blue
gaze across the campus and surrounding countryside.
The offidal legend is in debate but the most
popular version can best be summed up using this
direct quote from Michael John Love Davis Roberts
HI, as he sat inebriated in his bachelor pad in Johnson,
deep in 1988, early in his senior year, Roberts m was
attempting communication with either his friend

See LEGEND, continued on page 6

Conserving H^O
makes sense
Thinking
Green
Jacoby Ballard
¦
V "''

There is plenty of clean, pure ,
safe, water around for everyone
that inhabits this earth , right?
Well, maybe if you live in one of
the world' s developed countries
such as the United States , Japan ,
or Australia. Water flows freely
from the taps here at Colby, and
we all certainl y take that for granted. We are all guilty of wasting
water at one time or another , but is
it ^ reall y necessary to leave the
water running while you take the
few minutes to brush your teeth?
It doesn't take that much effort to
turn the faucet off while you
brush.
Most peop le around the world
do not have the luxury of letting
the water run as long as they
want , many in underdeveloped
countries do not even have water
that is safe to drink. In many
nations around the world , prob lems such as poor sanit ation cause
contamination of wate r supp lies,
leading to many problems with
disease and other healt h hazards.
For example , according to the

Joint Academies Committee on the
Mexico City Water Supp ly,with 20
million peop le living in Mexico
City it is very difficult to keep the
water supp ly free of contamination. The water supp ly for the city
comes from an aqu ifer located
within the city, exposing it to contaminatio n from improper waste water trea tment and hazardous
materials. Unfortunatel y, there is
little funding available to correct
the situa tion , leaving the water
supp ly in danger.
In countries such as Africa and
South America , water contamination is the result of growing populations and very little or no
sewage treatme nt.
Like Mexico, there is a lack of
money available to initiate pro grams or build treatment facilities.
Industrial waste is also a problem
as more corpo rations move production to these countries. J ust
imagine bathing in these types of
water supp lies, and now imagine
drinking from these same sources.
This is the situation in many countries around the world. Lefs .allstop and reall y think about how
lucky we are and then try to be a
little more conscious of our water
usage, please.

BllZZed By DJL

Jacoby Ballard is the Echo's
environmental columnist
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Disban d Student Government Association
each year,

age of dorm

presid ents ,
because it 's a
lous y j ob. Often
so phomores do it
because it keeps
th em off tem porary housin g.

How .Noble.

each student.
SPB,
your
Student
Programming
Board , is the
social/cultural-p lanning branch
of SGA. 1 believe this is where universal student representation matters more. These are the peop le
who bring bands (or have in folkloric history: 1996-7), organize
weekend events (some years better than others), and try to keep
you from drinking yourself stupid
in your rooms or wreaking havoc
in central Maine because you've
nothing better to do. Since
President' s Council can't affect the
actual running of this institution ,
and no student organization can,
shouldn 't the students be represented as a whole in an area that
truly affects them?
I believe there should be a
council of representatives from
Colby's clubs. Therefore , the people actuall y being governed are
represented. There wouldn 't be a
non-voting, powerless , unoff icially
ouste d
Pug h
Cent er
Representative , but one from each
club with full votin g powers.
I don't think this is radical , I
think it' s rational. Each student
doesn't need a president to represen t him or her, that' s wha t SPB
should do. Each student is affect-

COLBY,
THERE'S
MORE TO
LIFE THAN
BAS EBAL L
AND PAR-¦
¦
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ed by student programming, but |
1
not by SGA-just students in clubs.
Needless to say, if you write me
in as your next SGA president , this
is what I'll seek to do. This school
doesn 't need an idealistic SGA
President , nor does it need a
deluded one. Being a racist isn't a
good quality in a president , but if
SOAR, SOBHU and the other
clubs had a say, I don't think a
i
racist would remain in office.
What SGA needs is a president
who understands that no one
cares about his personal problems ,
and his faithfulness to the ethics
agreement is unimp ortant if he is
a solid president (All Clinton had

|
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there 's a short-
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I Election Reminder
I

SGA is not a conduit throug h
which legitimate change of any
kind on this campus may occur.
(Student activists , take note.)
Unless it is an issue regarding
Colby clubs, the SGA has no
authority. They can form all the
committees they want , and they
can make all the suggestions they
darn well please, but they have no
role in affecting policy or procedure at this school.
Recognizing this fact is crucial
to effective student government.
. In my high school, student government was a resume builder
with no actual authority. For some
reason , peop le expect more here.
Like they expect more from the
New York Times, or even the
Boston Globe,then from the Echo,
where does that come from?
But if we realize the constraints
within which the SGA works ,
reform can occur.
I think the SGA can be a great
benefit to the student body if they
simply focus their attention on
student life in the most superficial
sense. And quite frankl y, I don't
believe students give a damn
about 99 percent of the garbage
SGA occup ies its time with.
I believe there 's a way to reconfigure SGA so it is effective.
Currentl y, we have one president
from each dorm as well as an executive board, which together compose President' s Council. Then
there 's SPB, also with one rep
from each dorm , plus a board of
sorts ,
Each year, there 's a shortage of
dorm presidents , because it' s a
lousy job , Often sophomores do it
because it keeps them off temp
housing. How noble.
The reasoning behind a dorm
rep on President' s Council is that
each student is thereby represented. This, however, is insipid. The
Presiden t' s Council oversees
clubs, and SPB organizes events.
Therefore , SPB should repr esent
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Maine 's primary elections are this Tuesda y,along
with the other "Super Tuesda y" states. If you go to
Colby, you can reg ister to vote in either the
Democratic or Rep bulican primaries * You can even
register on Election Day.
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What SGA needs
IS A PRESIDENT
WHO UNDERSTANDS
THAT NO ONE
CARES ABOUT HIS
PERSONAL
PROBLEMS , AND
HIS FAITHFULNESS

LEGEND: The Blue Light and what it means

TO THE ETHICS
AGREEMENT IS

Continued f r o m p ag e 5

UNIMPORTANT IF
HE IS A SOLID
PRESIDENT.
tp do was,be president during an
economic Boom). Both the students and the student government
need to stop chasing shadows and
focus on what they're good at, or
at least what they 're legall y able to
do.

J effr ey Calareso is <i weekly
column ist for the Echo.

By DREW BUSH

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I like the Yankee s, and I'm proud enough to admi t it,
There I said it. In fact, I'm,a huge baseball fan. I would
even dare say that I like baseball far more than any other
professional sport But , does any of this reall y matter?
Well, I'm sure that it' s important that I like the Yankees
and ha te the Red Sox, but that' s a given.
Sometimes I feel so lost up here in the Maine woods
tha t it seems normal to me that everyone at Colby naturally thinks drinking is the most important thing in leading a happy and productive life., it almost seems like we
could live in a complete imaginary world and make professional sports our second most important concern.
Now, don't get me wrong, L dortt think tha t there is
anythin g wrong with party ing on the weekends or avidly following a team. Heck, the only television I' ve
watched in the past two months : consists of Patrick
Ewing deny ing Allen Iverson and Chris Child * sinkin g
the game winning free throw (anyone see this weekend' s
. game?). • ' ' •" ':¦ " ; ;7' ' ; : ' :/; . ¦t r - :, '< vu "Ay -y. ¦ ¦ ¦> „ ¦
Yeiy the priorities of many of the students at Colby
seem to be far out-of-wack , Last year, !had the privilege
of living in a dorm more atfectionately known as the

Buzz, (unfortunatel y Buzz's real name has been lost to the
historians of Colby but suffice is to say he was called Buzz all
seven years he attended the College) who was at the moment
busy passing out in a chair in the corner or with Emma
Meadows, the freshman girl who lived across the hall and
who had passed out in the other chair in the room ten minutes before , Even had he been paying attention Buzz, who
was only in his fourth year at the time, would not much have
cared as he had probabl y originall y told Roberts EI the legend anyway. Mostl y it is believed by historians that Roberts
HI was addressing Emma , but whatever , this is what he said:
"Y'know , people say that if Colby Student Governm ent does
something constructive or positive for the student body and
in that same year a senior wears blue unde rwear on the last
day of class es, somewhere three virgins will meet, get along
sleep together but not have sex, the swim team will get a big
positive article In the pap er and the Blue Light will start

ghetto. Yes, I am referring to pre-renovation FossWoodman with Its additional 50 or so students. And , yes,
the parties there were non-st op (they occurred every
nigh t on every floor) and , yes, they were fun.
However , at the time, their was always one conclusion
that seemed to escape me every Tuesday night as one of
my friends would make the inevitable money collecting
rounds that preceded him buying a few cases of beer.
This conclusion always seemed to reoccur to me later
when my friends were utilizing the front lawn as a personal beer can receptacle or desperately trying to pull
down a glowing red exit sign.
A few days ago, I finally came to the conclusion
myself. And , let me repeat myself just to make sure that
everyone can hear me, Drink ing and partying aren 't the
most importan t things. Shocked? Probabl y not. Most of
us here are fairly intelligent indiv iduals , and most of us
can completel y ra tionalize our drinking as something we
just do to have fun or blow off steam.
However, since I have arrived at Colby , many of the
students I have mot have cente red their social lives
around partying. Most of whom , I might add , only par ty
on weekends , In fact , a coup le of months Into freshman
year partying became the driving force for many of my
friends ' activities during the week.' Moreover/ now that I
live in a different dorm , I only see some, of my friends

flashing Morse code that is roug hly translated as 'get naked ,
get naked , get naked .'" After this statement Roberts HI had
looked around for some sort of reaction and getting none had
repeated the statement slightl y louder. This time he did get a
reaction. Miss Meadows, waking up, lurched to her feet,
glanced wildly around the room, and in a dexterous move
broug ht on by necessity lunged across the room to the small
garbage bin'and puked her guts out. Roberts HI was so disappointed he decided to pass out while Emma Meadows
lurched into tlie hallway and in the direction of the ivory
throne ,
Now this version, while widely accepted , passed on and
patheticall y used by such pitiable jerks as Michael John Love
Davis Roberts III, is wrong. The actual legend goes more
like,..
Unfortunatel y my copy of the official Student Guide to
Colby Legends and Myths had the bottom half of it burned
in the fire/earth quake/flood that happened exactly this time
last yeao so that it is unreadable. Sorry ,

from last year at certain parties.
J ust because we may like to party on the weekends
(and watch the occasional New York sports game that
gets broadcast way up here) doesn't mean we have to
devo te our minds and efforts to it, Somewhere along the
line, many people have begun doing just this and are
quietly denying it to themselves. It seems pointless to
toll hard all week and then destroy ourselves on the
weekends.
I
For the most part , Colby students are a privile ged lot.
In fact , the privilege and comfort of. campus |lfe here
often seems to cause an increasing sense of apath y and a
corresponding need t o "find some beer.'V
We shouldn 't allow ourselves to settle for this.
Colby students need to start taking a more active
inter est in our community, orga niza tions, and each other.
I love the vibrant social life that seems: to be returnin g to
Colby, bu t we shouldn 't allow it to divide us into groups
and dicta te cliques. We shouldn 't allow it to make us
apathe tic and uncaring about the things that really do
' ' ' ''' ' '
' ' ,
matter , ;
. '
So next fall, when I watch the Yankees win the World
Series (four the fourth time- ahem 1918), I hope that I'm
sitting ori a campus that recognizes that drinkin g should
bo classified along the same vein as sp6rts «lf s only
important if the Red Sox actually win the World Soriea.

Colby bands in
the spotli ght

Pair-A-Dice Tossed
By BRIANA WRIGHT
STAFF WRITER

You've seen the posters: a smokin g fish, an

h anima ted band with photo heads , an angry

clip-ar t cow, and naturall y a pair of dice. On
Friday nig ht the same creativity and energy

expressed in those posters helped Pair-A-D ice
Tossed turn a darken ed Foss dining hall into
a molten swirl of Abercrombie and North

Face.

The huge band , with members periodically leaving and joining the stage, launched a
night full of funk y jams , long energetic solos
r ~ and frequen t pleas t o stop br inging beer into
the dinin g hall. For four hours , the self-proclaimed "funk , soul , blues and rock " band
rocked Foss with a diverse mix of covers and
ori ginal jam s.
Pair-A-Dice Tossed is a seven-person
blend of gui t ars, bass, drums , trum pet and
saxo phone. Guitarists Fran Marques '00 and
Ben Griff in '02, singer Seeley Okie '00 and
drummer Peter Kraft '02 all played together
last year.
John Hammond '00 played bass for another campus band but joined Pair-a-Dice earl y
this year. Brian Hiester '00 joined the band
when he was asked to play trum pet for Paira-Dice's last Foss show , and Eric Lauri t s '02
connec ted with the grou p to fill out the horn
sound with his saxophone about a month ago.
"With so many people in the band , our
influences come from all kinds of music," s aid

Icarus Falling

Hammond. "Iknow wer e al f ans of funk and
cla ssi c rock bands like Zeppelin , The Meters
and Stevie Wonder. " Other interests within
the band span from Bob Marley to Eric
Clapton to Afri can drum ming.
"Because w e dig so many kinds of music ,
we can mix up our sets to inclu de lots of different sty les " said Hammond . Pair-a-Dice
Tossed is also not afraid to play with their
material , arrang ing songs to fit their sty le and
adding long funk y, instrumental jams.
"We play mostly cov ers but we like t o mix
it up" said Hammond , exp laining the uni que
sound of many of Pair-a-Dice 's covers.
Pair-a-Dice Tossed has found the Colby
music sc ene w elcoming. Hammond praises
the recent concerts by Colby bands , on campus and off , and is hopeful that there will be
more student performances this semester.
The bass and drums were especiall y s trong
on Friday night, notabl y dur ing the bluesy
"Red House " made popular by J imi Hendrix.
Okie's vocals were able to rise above the
ins trument s and s ta y s t rong fr om their opening at nine to their last song at one, no small
feat for a sing er. Fran and Ben alte rnat ed
impressive guitar solos that could be heard
far outside the dining hall doors.
Pair-a-Dice Tossed drew and kept a crowd
for their entire show, and from the swaying
coup les to the jum ping crowds in front of the
s t age, everyone at Foss seemed to agree with
Hammond that "it 's a blast to hear live
music. "

By RACHEL ROKICKI and >
;
RYAN DAVIS

Icarus Falling themselves opened their set
with a cover of "Sweet Child of Mine " and
later featured the creative endeavors of
STAFF WRITER AND A+E EDITOR
Huber and-Wallach , who had written their
Sat urday night live music could be heard own songs. The crowd grew more anima ted
with the Black Crowes ' "Hard to Handle "
emanating from the Page Commons Room at
"
'
a stead y pace. While some students hit the and Survivor s "Eye of the Tiger, while oth"Slave
ers
grooved
to
Phish'
s
to
the Traffic
pub, and others headed out to Champions ,
Li
ht."
g
another contin gent gathered to hear the talFor Huber, the high point of the concert
ent ed musici ans of Colb y's own Icarus
¦¦
came
when the band started jamming during
Falling.
. ._ }
the song "Scarlet Begonias." "We hit a real
The group , comprised of Steve "Bigg s"
Big elow '01, Matt Huber '01, Zac Hansen '02, emotional peak musicall y," he said. "Icould
Don Barry '03 and Ted Wallach '01, put on a here the frantic screams form the crowd, and
that's what playing live is all about. "
show that was well worth hearin g. This band
Breakin g from the traditional set-up, the
illustrates that there are talented students on
band members presen ted themselves well
campus w illing to play in front of their peers ,
across the front of the stage, illumina ted by
and more impor tantly, have a good time in
the red and green fluorescen t lights and dry
the process.
Lead guitarist Huber said afterwards that ice that encircled them. Who could ask for
more when great music and free beer are prothe group actuall y "felt that [the show] wasvided ?
n't Icarus Fallin g at their best, but . peop le^,
¦** ¦ \~ Icarus Falling had its inception during the
J
'
*'
seemed to enjoy it, so we were happy." ;
freshman year ,of Huber and Bigelow (the
Blu e Light and Colby Improv member
band 's other guitarist). The two often
Monty Hobson '02, fresh off his well-received
jammed together and that got the attention of
solo performance at the recent Blue Lights
Wallach, Bigelow 's roommate , who plays
Invitational , gave another solo performance
piano. At that point , Huber says, "it just
to open the show. Said Huber , "Mon ty
clicked. " The other band members (with the
sounded unbelievable. He is so talented/'
ex ception of Barry, a new addi tion in
Icarus Falling was followed onstage by the
January) joined soon after.
band Lucky Strike from Bates.
"Luck y Strike played perfec t par ty music :
See ICARUS , continued on
funky and danceable," said Huber. "They are
"
really professional.
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Juggling duo Blink make
the Impossible look easy
By JENNIFER RADIL
StAFF WRITER

Picture yourself as a member of
an audience at a show, witnessing
two men onstage dazzle you with
their skills. Loud music pours from
the speakers as objects are hurdled
throug h the air. By the end of the
show smoke is filtering from the
stage into the theater , which is completely dark except for brig ht flashes
of lig ht. No, this time you 're not
wearing your Austin 3:16 T-shir t at a
WWF tournamen t—you're viewing
blink: postmodern jugg ling. Las t
Friday
Colby studen t s and
Waterville dtizens watched jugg lers
take an anden t form of entertainment to a whole new level.
Blink 's flyers claim that the
group , which has won the gold
medal at the Interna tional J uggler 's
Championships in Las Vegas, "redefines juggling to create contemporary, abstract story tellin g." Indeed,
by the time I left I knew the story of
how long the men had each been
juggl ing and performing as partners ,
I also had a brush -up on my laws of
physics and a new definition of the
Impos sible.
The show opened with the performe rs, Fritz Grobe and Morten
Hans en both Maine natives who live
in Brun swick/ onstage , jugg ling and
contri buting sparse dialogue. They
were dressed alike standing side by
side , and each pointing out that
while what they do is thou ght to be
impossible by most people, it was
how being done before everyone's
eyes, So if that was formerly the
Impossible but in realit y is not, then

*

By RACHEL ROKICKI
STAFF WRITER

COURTESY OF BLINK

J ugglers Frit z Grobe and Morten Hansen of Brunswick are known
collectively as Blink.
what trul y is?
While some of the rou tin es consisted of verbal blurbs and stories ,
others were performed only to
music. The variety was what made
the show come alive; Grobe and
Hansen were jugg lers and stor ytellers as well as comedians , acrobats and dance rs, They did flips and
stood on each other 's shoulders. At

one point a bod y was even fed

throu gh a wire han ger.
Sometimes they worked together
simultaneousl y, but at times they
pretended to be competitors , each
scoffing ,at the other 's routine while
proceeding to outdo him with a trick
far more elaborate. One would tam-

ters of a businesswoman from
Harlem with different peop le, These
; STAFF WRITBR
encounters include the census man,
,., The Music at Colby Series conrin- the minister , her daughter, the rent
, ties on Sunday, when Music Assodate man, a fortu ne-teller, the numbers
Eliza beth Patches presents her vocal runner , and the unwanted visitor.
The second half of the program is
concert / accompanied by Cheryl
a
short
opera called "Bon Appetit! "
Tscha nz on the piano.
by
Lee
Holby,
text by J ulio Child. The
: :. .y The program is a light and enterpiece
is
a
mimic
of a cooking show , by
one,
It begins with some ja zz
»o toln lng
J
ulia
Child
in
she makes her
which
based
on
the
of
pootr y
ityh} pieces
famous
au
"Gate
nu.
chocolat 1' onv
Hughes.
Tho
first
piece
is
a
w tyngaton
inenco
"
Drue
English
, art incredi(In
songs
by
Musto
called
J
ohn
four
Mt pf
' Sltadow of the Blues," The second is bly good, rich , clioeolate cake which
the audience will get to sample after> . ,. ,, wards) ,
EUftSiogmolstcr ,
Ms. Patches first performed this
piece In the surhnrier of 1998 when she
yy; \yyy nMA:''
':y ' yAy ,{y y^; y y y
TlpW

,:||P$^
'^'

per with the other 's ac tions , pretending to be hoping for a fumble ,
yet they didn 't miss a beat.
If skill is making the Impossible
appear not onl y possible but easy,
then blink is pur e genius. Not only
did the performers use the traditional balls and hoops, but batons and
flashlights as well, The audience ,
which lar gely consisted of parents
and children , was captivated by the
escapades , cheering at the tri cks and
attentive during the stories , Blink
skillfill y intertwined tricks and
games with stories and music,
demonstrating that amusem ent and
art aren 't as different as we think ,

Concert to feat ure Jazz, opera and
onsta ge cake baking

Sy AMYACKERMAN

" Illuminating
Artist " Gausby
she ds light with
new exhibit

was the first performer to actuall y
bake a cake during the perfo rmance ,
a staging which she will be repeating
for this performance, with the help of
her strung out cooking assistant
played by Amy Ackerman '01. (flShe
wrote the article, should her name not
be in It? Helpl -Ryan) The opera is
about twenty minutes long,, In
English, and has some witty J ulia
Child one-liners thrown in.
The performance is on Sunda y,
March 5th at 3pm in Given
Auditorium iri tlie Bixler Music and
Art Building. Admission is free, and
the bonus for seeing this wonderf ul
perfor mance will be sampling (he
cskeata brief iwcoption sfrerwardi),
m ViA iyyy y(; ky 'AM-;k A^AAi\mA

forgo tten they have written. When
reviewing his works , he realizes that
they are even better than he believed
them to be. By rereading them, he
places himself in the position of both
viewer and creator. He is the "medium"' throug h which art finds an outlet of expression and approaches his
work as if he is the engaged viewer
in the genre of Book Art.
As a minia turis t, he likes thin gs

Philoso phy. Ar t. Idiosyncras y.
These are ju st a few of the elements
woven into the sublime works of
Chris topher Gausb y, an excep tional
artist , whose unique sty le unfolds
with beauty and splendor. -His
exhibi t, "Illumi nated Words: The
Ar t ist' s Book of Christo pher
compressed and
Gausb y " opens this
distilled into their
Friday at the Colb y GAUSBY... DELVES
simp lest elements.
Museum of Ar t.
In his representaVeronique Plesch, INTO THE INTRICAtive images he
assis t ant professor of
CIES OF THOUGHT
combines the old
art history at Colb y,
with the newand her husband , IN HIS COMPLEX ,
Realizin g it was
Mar tin
Antonetti ,
DETAILED
ARTnot
fair to keep the
cura t or of rare books
work
to himself ,
at Smith College, WORKS THAT ARE
he
wished
to share
helped launc h this
CREATED
IN
BOOK
it
with
others.
creative endeavor in
Gausb y
order to further iden- FORM.
believes that the
tify Gausby 's talent
v u ii its hi pi a l i v e
and ambition , ihe
coup le has been enthusiasts of process is of primary importance.
Gausby 's work since it was first Furthermore , he entwines the meditative, secular life with glimpses of
brought to their attention in 1993,
Gausby, who majored jn philoso- the noise and ener gy of his New
City
environment.
He
phy at Beloit College, delves into the York
embraces
the
atmos
phere
of
this
age
intricacies of thoug ht in his complex,
detailed artworks that are created in and places it into a deeper context
book form , Much of his work is while working in the quiet seclusion
inspired by early Chr istian mystic of his work place. In this way the pritexts and Dadaist compositions , His vate and public spheres encompass
kaleidoscope of color and carefull y and unfold with each other.
1 The works produced are entities
constructed forms insp ire intros pec'
within themselves, each breathin g
'
tion in the viewer.
Gausby is a perfectionist who with an ethereal life of their own.
will not settle for anything that does Gausby works to capture the emonot meet his high expectations , A tions and feelings of a specific idea
self-taught artist , he engages in or passage. The result is enigmatic;
craftsmanship in all of its forms and his works capture the essence of illuhas mastered a variet y of techni ques mination. Glowing with gilded
that were used in the Middle Ages pages, his notebooks attract the '
including goldsmlfhing and 'Wood- viewer with , their iridescent, stark
working. His talents range from the beauty of ;Latin and English texts.
delicate brushstrokes of calligra phy His exploration of the . anatomy of
to his elaborate collages and type- the human body is real istic since he
has edited medical journals for over
script ,
He grind s his own ink , and even ten years.
Gausby continuousl y refines his
uses an antique Smith Corona typeworks
in a slow, tedio us process of
,
writer to capture the specific eleproduction
, He has created notements of medieval text. .
books
and
single lean), each crafted
Colby College is honored to display this exhibit , since the . arn it has with the dedication and care of a
never seen all of his works shown at faster , tie J okingly refers to his
the some time. This is an unprece- piece* as , his "kids, " and rightfully
'
dented event in his career , as he so, They emulate the care and tennc.decided' only -wceirWy ^
:' Work» , wlm «lhe.publlc,^i y . v;^{v
.;:' He seeshis works as bein g«nalo- :

^
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Thursday, March 2
'Women 's Studies: Colloqula
Series: 'Strong Threads A Slide
Presentation Exp loring Women's '
Histor y Through the Traditions
6t *
Needlework ," wHh Diane Savonat
Fabric Artist. Location: Whitney '.
Room. Roberts Union. 430 p.m.
' Biology: Maine Audubo n
Society Lecture: The Birds and
the Bees and Tropical Trees " with
the Oare Boothe Luce Assistant
Professor of Biology, Judy Stone
Location: Arey 5. 7:00 pm
* SGA Film: "American Beauty. " ,
Named by Echo film critic Ryan
Ddvfc Cos well as some other
reviewers who actually know what
they're talkin g about) as the best
film of 1999. Location: Lovejoy
100. 8:00 p.m.

Friday , March 3
* Ait Department: Lecture and '.
Exhibition Tour. "Things In Books'
Clothing: A User's Guide to Artists
Books/ with Martin Antonetti ,
curator of rare books at Smith
Plesch ,
College.
VSronlque
Assistant Professor of Art History ,
will lead a tour of the exhibition
at 3:00 pm There willbe a recep-'
tion at 3:30 pm , In the lobby ofAi
the Colby Art Museum. See thie f
article on this page. Location:
Given Auditorium Bixler. 2:30 pm , .
• SGA Film: "American Beauty "
at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Location:
Love/0/ 100.
"'aJ

Saturday , March 4 ,
* Mardl Gras
In Page
Common s Room from 10 p.m. to
2 am. Ifs not on a Tuesday, but
tt will definitely be phatl 0 couldn't roster )
• SGA Film: 'American Beauty?
at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Locatio n*
Lovejoy 100.
' 311 at the State Theater In
Portland.

Sunday, March 5
* Official Openings for Ttod '
Exhibits at the Museum of A rt.
Illuminated Words: The Ar tist's
Book by Christopher Gausby '.

guest

curated

by

Vero nique

• Musical Concert:

A perfor-

Plesch and Martin Antonetti and
"Counting, ' exhibition by Gall
Spalen, faculty fellow In art.

mance by Elizabeth Patches on

mezzo and Cheryl Tschanz on
piano. See the article on this '
page. Location: Given Auditorium,
Bixler. 3Q0 p m
-

Monday , March 6
• Philosophy: Colloquium Series: *
The Role of Authenticity
In
's 'Being and Time " with
Heidegger
Charles Gulgnon, Professor of
Philosophy
at
University
of
,
Vermont Location: Lovejoy 206.
4^0pm ,
¦
7 " ¦. '
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Tuesday, Marc h 7
' Thrash metal bands Type O
Negative and Coal Chamber
Invade the Central Maine CMa ,
-y .
Csntm Ih Lewbton ,

Wedv Match B % t
:• "¦ '¦ '
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By RYAN DAVIS

. A+E EDITOR

Acclaimed Spanish Director
Almadovar is known for makPedro
..
' ( ing films that center mainly on
female characters, and his latest is no
' ' exception. "All About My Mother"
^
boasts a grand total of two male
characters, one of whom dies within
20 minutes, the other a bit player
who appears in a only a few scenes.
The remainder of the characters are
women (more or less, there are a few
transsexuals) and the estrogen content eventually becomes overwhelm?*&
• Perhaps my gender biased me
against this film. However, notwithstanding the subjects it discusses, I
found "All About My Mother" disjointed and only mildly entertaining
for the most part. European movies
are said to favor characters over plot,
with American movies the other way
around, but this film's technique is to
dive into several awkwardly handled subplots at the expense of one
compelling story.
The mother of the title is Manuela
(Cecilia Roth, in the film's one outstanding performance), a thirty-ish
former prostitute who has gone the
straight and narrow for eighteen
years since the birth of her beloved
son Esteban (Eloy Ezorin). Esteban is
writing a story entitled "All About
My Mother" and asks to be told who
his absent father was, but Manuela
refuses to tell him anything.
One night, mother and son attend

a performance of "A Streetcar
Named Desire," and both are blown
away by the performance of Huma
Rojo (Marisa Paredes), who plays
Blanche. After the show, Esteban
runs after Huma to get her autograph,but is stuck by a car and killed
instantly.
Devastated, Manuela reads
Esteban's diary and discovers her
son's longing to meet his father. As a
way of honoring Esteban's memory,
she quits her job and heads to
Barcelona in search of her former
lover, who has since become a transvestite junkie prostitute and changed
his name to Lola. That may sound
like the makings of a wacky screwball comedy (and indeed that is what
the film's trailer makes it look like),
but most of the movie is played as a
somewhat depressing drama.
On the way to tracking down Lola
and telling him about his late son,
Manuela runs into old friends, gets a
job as Huma Rojo's personal assistant and counsels a young, pregnant,
HIV-positive nun. By the time Lola
shows up at the very end, the audience has nearly forgotten about him
in the morass of the plot.
Everything that happens in the
movie seems a bit too neat and tidy,
with several key events hinging on
sheer coincidence: Similarly, the
characters seem to befriend each
other far faster than anyone would in
real life.
At the beginning of the film,
Almadovar toys with interestingly
ironic events and conversations

"A ll Abo ut
My Mother "
Written and Directed by

Pedro Almado var

STARR ING

cecilia roth and
marisa Paredes
Rated R
Runnin g tim e:

102 MINUTES

REVIEW GRADE:

C+
(notably, the discussion of the film's
title and the way Manuela's job as
organ transplant coordinator plays
into Esteban's death), but these
events seem to be included merely to
be interesting exercises, not to
advance the plot. When the irony is
downplayed later on, the audience
begins to lose interest.

COURTES* OF SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

Cecilia Roth and Elou Azor in Pedro Ahnadovar's "All About My Mother "
In addition, I suspect that a great
deal of the plot pays homage to
"Streetcar" and to the movie "All
About Eve," both of which are discussed at length,but neither of which
I've seen, a situation that may have
inhibited my enjoyment of the film.
Still, the stories are engaging to
some extent, though several are pre-

dictable and /or unbelievable. Roth's
impressive performance as Manuela
holds the film together when it starts
to wander, and many of the ancillary
characters are entertaining, though
somewhat bizarre (Manuela's transsexual friend La Agrado is the main
example).
"All About My Mother" would

have been a better movie had
Almadovar picked one of his stories *
and developed it more fully, rather
than embellishing one main story
with numerous side diversions. The
director clearly has a distinct sense of
style and storytelling that could be
formed into an amazing-movie, but
this one isn't if.

'' ':'.

Amusing Topsy-Turvy ' is too long
By RYAN DAVIS
A&E EDITOR

*

COURTESY OF USA FILMS

J im Broadbent (foreground ) p lays Gilbert and Allan Corduner
(background ) p lays Sullivan in "Topsy-Turvy".

I saw "Topsy-Turvy" in a sold-out theater at
Railroad Square. I was the youngest audience member by a good 30 years. Perhaps that is to be expected
at a three-hourmovie about the 19th century musical
theater team of Gilbert and Sullivan, but I enjoyed the
film more than I thought I would. Its rather absurd
length is one of only a few noticeable flaws in an otherwise entertaining film.
Oddly enough, for a movie about the lyricist
William Gilbert (Jim Broadbent) and the composer
Arthur Sullivan (Allan Corduner), the pair is
onscreen together in only a few scenes, presumably
to highlight the often-strained nature of their collaborations. That is a shame, because the performances of
Broadbent and Corduner are the high points of the
entire film, (along with noteworthy production values that expertly evoke 1885 London) and their brief
appearances together create the movie's most memorable scenes.
Known for their lighthearted, somewhat silly
comic operas at the Savoy Theater ("The Pirates of
Penzance," "HMS Pinafore"), Gilbert and Sullivan
encounter their first major disappointment when
"Princess Ida" gets trashed by the theater critics,
Sullivan takes a long vacation only to be greeted
upon his return by a new script from Gilbert that is

suspidously similar to nearly everything they've ever
done. When Sullivan refuses to compose music for
the piece, their partnership seemsto be crumbling.
Soon after, Gilbert views a Japanese exhibition in
London and is inspired to write a new Japan-themed
opera entitled "The Mikado," which turns out to be a
great success.
And thaf s pretty much it. Even after watching it,
I'm not sure how so simple a story managed to
stretch to nearly three hours. The film delves into the
lives of several members of the Savoy's stock company;but none of them so thoroughly that we feel we
know them. Grossmith (Martin Savage) is a whiny
primadonna, Temple (Timothy Spall) is chubby and
insecure and so on; they are more caricatures than
characters.
The bulk of the story focuses on Gilbert and his
problems, and Sullivan, though also a fun character,
only seems to appear when Gilbert's story calls for
him. Thankfully, Broadbent is wonderful as Gilbert,
brimming with very dry, very British wit and impatience for those who don't agreewith him. Of all the
speaking parts in the movie (90 of them), we get to
know. Gilbert far better than anyone else and he is
sorely missed when the movie instead follows the
lives of the often flaky cast members.
Seeing as I'm not a big Gilbert and Sullivan fan, I
was impressed that the story of the making of "The
Mikado" held my interest as well as it did. Still, sev-

"Topsy-Turn/ y"
W RITTEN /DIRECTED

BY MlKE

LEIGH

STARRING y y '

j im bro adbent & allan
Corduner
RATED R
REVIEW GRADE: Beral numbers from a few of the team's plays (even
ones that have no real impact on the plot) are per- *
formed in their entirety;usually bringing the action to ,
a screeching halt.
The editing for "Topsy-Turvy" is credited to a man
named Robin Sales, but I wonder what it was he edited. It wasn't the excessive musical numbers or somewhat dull subplots. Even the entertaining scenes
often run on far too long, as if director Mike Leigh
found the whole affair more interesting than it really
is.
Had the narrative been tightened up to some
extent, I would have enjoyed the film even more. As <
it stands, I'm left with a fairly memorable movie
experience and a rather painful crick in my neck.

If s lime for the Beer Review , eh?

We reviewtwo generic brews f r o mthe Grea t White North

By MATT APUZZ O &
ME GHANN F OYE

took three years off to play hockey and are
alread y 21. ,

EDITORIAL STAFF

We spend too much time reviewin g the
exp ensive, microbrewed white-collar beers ,
so we f igured it would be a good ti me t o get
down to some real beer drinking. And when
we think drinkin g, we think two things:
Averill and Cana da, Averill Is obvious, but
we think Canada because it' s cold , and be ing
cold make s you wan t to drink. What' s more ,
it makes you want to drink a beer with a
high alcohol content.
In Can ada , even the cheap beer is bet t er
than a lot of American beers. So, we decided
to review Molson Ice and Labbatt Ice, two
Canadian beers that basicall y put Amer ican
mass-produced bre ws to shame.
But remember , Canadian law allows
drinking at age 18, but only because studies
show people who live north of Mai ne are
inherentl y able to handle themselves more
responsibl y under the influence of alcohol.
It has absolutely nothing to do with the
rumor that high-paid lobbyists) are trying to
keep you from having a good time, So, go to
Canada to dri nk and all will be well.

Labbatt Ice
'
. , ¦ ;¦ We're talking 5.6 percent alcohol by volume with the same high drlnkab j lity as
Natty Light. Labbatt has no aftertaste , is not
bitter, and goes down smooth. The brewin g
process lowers the tempera ture of the beer
y ,h : ^ K :v;y; ;7' i' :' !'?v 'iiV ; r77 77;' '¦ ' ' ' • 7;.. . : . . >¦ . < ¦ y

Molson Ice
¦

until ice crystals are formed.The crystals are
then removed , which. Labatt says "creates a
beer that achieves a fine brewing balance distinc tive taste and exceptional smopfhness."
If you don't believe the reputable Labbatt
label , we recommen d trying it for yourself at
your next Beer Die experience. If you're new
to Canadian beer, grab either this brew, or
some Labbatt 's Blue (also a fine brew).
"I feel like ice beer is jus t for drinking to
get drunk ," said Meg hann , "When I was in
high school, we used to dri nk ice beer
because you did n't need to drink a lot. It' s
also for freshman guys. It' s the cheapest way
l
to get drunk. "
We should note that Meghann grew up in
Canada and was legal to drink in high
school. Also, when she says "freshman
guys ," she means the freshman guys who

'
,

. .

_

,

<

Molson is smoother than Labbat's brew.
"Definitely," said Meghann.
Meghann got confused by the words
"North America's oldest brewery " on the
label , and thought f or a moment that th e
brewery was in the United States. It's so
unlike her to miss something like that, too.
Espec ially having attended high school in
Canada. .7
"They do something to the beer In Canada
that they don't do In America, I hear d," said
Meghann. "And it makes you get a hangover,"
I don 't qui te know what she's talk i ng
about; but they DO do one thin g to the beer
that they don 't do In America - let people
dr ink it without giving them all kinds of crap
for being under 21.
Molson also has a 5,6 percen t alcohol content and could easily make an excellent
appearance in your Die rotatio n, especiall y
when it' s on sale, Don't be afr aid of it because
it' s in bottles. I know the runnin g theory is
cans for Die, bu t let 's think outside the box.
, "It' s easy to drink , but it has that kick tha t
lets you know the effects are going to set in
fast ," said Meghonn. ' , ' '
So, the bottom line here is that , while
Molson seems to be a smoother option than
Lnbnt t' s, you sacrif ice a little somethi ng in
body, But either beer is line for your weekend
adventures on the Die table ,

GAUSBY:Artist 's book
comes to Colby

continued f r ompage seven
The exhibit is placed in the downstairs level of the museum. Plesch,
thrilled that she could work with the
artist during this process, made sure
everything was carefully planned
and executed. The walls are painted
a rich dark, purple color to emulate
the meditative element in his works.
This windowless space transports
the viewer to another realm as one
wanders through this labyrinth of
treasures.
The presentation is a work of art
in itself. Books are arranged conceptually under glass so that the pieces
correspond to one another. The two
major sections of the exhibit illustrate the order in which the works
were created and also indicate the
chronology of the context of his life.
Gausby continues to revise, shift,
and change his own philosophical
journal. Many of his books are
unbound, and the pages stand in
glory on their own. There is a table
of his letters and postcards, and
even remnants of past works he has
partially destroyed.
The latest project he plans to finish is to reduce some of his works
and eventually have them published
in a carrying case. Thus, one book
will incorporate selections from different works that illustrate the spectrum of his ideas. He weaves his philosophy of life into the variety and

ICARUS: Highligh ting a

PLUCKING AWAY

scope of his pieces. Everything is
important. As a minimalist, his "little gems" have rare charm.
He wants his viewersto have "as
good a time as possible" as they
view the exhibit. From his humble
beginnings as an unknown artist in
the art world, Gausby is emerging to
share his works. Although recognizing the attention of the art market,
the artist noted that his works were
not made as commodities.
Gausby loves his freedom and
plans to remain apart from the materialism of the commercial art scene
for "as long as I can get away with
it," he says. His work has led others
around the country to take notice
and his next showings will probably
take place in Chicago and
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
The opening of the Gausby exhibit will commence Friday at Colby
College. To introduce this ingenious
artist, Antonetti will give a lecture
entitled "Things in Books' Clothing:
A Users' Guide ToArtists'Books," at
2:30 p.m. in Given Auditorium. This
will be followed by a tour of the
exhibition at 3:00 p.m, led by Plesch.
Following the opening, a reception
will be held for the artist.

night of student music
continued f r ompage seven

we have a solid song list."
No matter what the outcome c
Band members dte a wide variety
the ensuing separation, Icaru
of musical influences, from Phish
Falling's show on Saturday was
(natch) to Miles Davis, Bob Dylan,
memorable one for those in after
Counting Crows and even dassical
dance. Along with the performanc
composers.
of fellow student band Pair-A-Dic
Saturday's show may have been a Tossed on Friday,
last weekend ma
turning point in the band's history. have signified a
renaissance; fc
Citing "creative differences within Colby bands. With the
Parliamer
the band," Huber says that the five concert still several
weeks away,fei
members plan ori separating soon would disagree that the
music seen
"to pursue solo projects " However, around here could use more show
he says, "we will always be able to like these.
come back and jam together because

THINKING OF AN
INTERNSH IP
THIS S UMMER ?

NO MONEY?
DEBORAH DOBERNE

Karen Rokos plays the harp Saturday at the Colby Concert
Series. She was accompanied by flutist, J ean Rosenblum, and
Mary J o Carlsen on the viola.

THE LINDA K. COTTER
INTERNSHIP AWARDS
FUND MAY HELP YOU
MEET THE COSTS OF
SERVING AN INTERNSHIP

CD Shakedown: New albums fro m
The Cure and their descendants
CD Shakedown
Sam Heck
ARTIST: THE CURE
TITLE: BLOODFLOWERS
LABEL: ELEKTRA

RATING: AThe Cure is undoubtedly one of the most
accomplished bands in rock music today. The
band, which began performing together in 1976,
has been through a number of incarnations in
their 25 year history, from rough, edgy pop to
early goth-rock to synth-heavy glam-inspired
rock to dark alternative rock.
The band's last studio album, "Wild
Moodswings" was something of a disappointment to some fans. If s not that the album was
bad. But it was overwhelmingly upbeat, almost
cheery,not what we're used to from the Cure.
After this album, full of catchy melodies and

pop forms, there was talk of a breakup. Of course,
that/s really nothing new from the Cure, a band
that/s been threatening to break up since the late
80's, But the Cure is back with a new offering.
The Cure's most recent album, "Bloodflowers"
is being hailed as some of the band's best work to
date. The band considers "Bloodflowers" to be
the followup album to two of their most successful albums, "Pornography" and "Disintegration."
The comparison of the albums is completely
appropriate.
Like "Pornography" and
"Disintegration," "Bloodflowers" leaves behind
the humable pop that "Wild Moodswings"
embraced, and takes a darker, more aggressive
stance.
In short, this is definitely a critic's album more
than a fan's album. With only one track corning in
under five minutes, none of the tracks, including
the lead single, "Maybe Someday" are really radio
friendly.
But I'm not saying it's a bad album by any
means. "Bloodflowers" draws the listener deep
into its dark atmospheric sounds. The layered,
resonant melodies and countermelodies echo
through the album, leaving a beautiful, haunting
impression on the listener. This is definitely an
album that should be listened to in its entirety,but
if you feel the need to pick out tracks, try "There
Is No If..." "The Last Day of Summer," or "39."

ARTIST: STROKE
TITLE: FIRST IN, LAST
LABEL: INTERSCOPE

OUT

APPLICATIONS FOR THE LINDA K.
COTTER INTERNSHIP AWARDSARE ;
AVAILABLEFROM THE INTERNSHIP 1
OFFICE IN OFF-CAMPUS STUDY, EUSTIS
104, DEADLINE IS APRIL 17, 2000.

RATING: B+
If you listen to the good folks at Interscope
Records, Stroke is the "next big thing." Taking
their cues from such as Depeche Mode, Ba and
The Cure, the band has released an impressive
debut album, "First In, Last Out." Combining
post-industrial synth-noise backgrounds with
orchestrated strings arid haunting melody, the
band delivers a broad variety of music, ranging
from the Prodigy-like "Out" to the highly melodic, vocal-centered "On a Wheel" and
""Permanently Temporary". Their uniquely
British blend of dark goth-rock and dance beats
draws comparisons to Bauhaus and Love and
Rockets. Lyrically, the band's music reflects a lot
of the cynicism of their musical influences,
exhibiting a preoccupation with the momentary
nature of life. For a good idea of the band's over.all sound, check out the tracks "I Wish I Had,"
"Godlike," "Momentary," and "Permanently
Temporary."
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HOCKEY: Mmles f ace Ephs on Ftt rf ^
Continued f r ompage twelve
Blanchard beat Colby
goaltender Jesse Kucenic
'0& The Mules bounced
back as Paul Nahigian'02
finished a strong Colby
rush to give the Mules
the two-goal advantage
again. Richardson
deflected home a shot
from Sean O'Grady '03
for insurance at 16:22.
"We played solid
defense and Jesse
[I^ucenic] came up big
for us/' Richardson said
after the game.
Now the Mules look to
Friday when they will
face Williams in.the
semifinals of the New
England Small College
Athletic Association
Tournament. This is the
second time in the last
two years that the Mules
have played in the Final
Four of the tournament.
Last year Colby lost to
Williams 3-1 in the semifinals.
This year the Mules
have had marginal success against the Ephs. On
Jan . 11, the two teams
skated to a tie at
Williams, and on Jan . 28

at home Colby lost 3-1.
Williams finished No. 4
in the NESCAC and is
currently 16-6-3 overall
with a 12-3-2 conference
record. The Ephs will be
led by junior forward
Bobby Moss, who has
put together a 27-point
season with 14 goals and
13 assists, and senior
David Haimson, who is
widely considered the
best goalie in the league.
His .914 save percentage
leads the NESCAC.
Tortorella is not concerned by results from
this season and last.
"We match up very
well with them," he said
"Our strengths counter
their strengths. It should
be a good game."

JENNY aDONNELL/COLBY ECHO

Evan Kearns '03 and the White Mules had their competition up against the wall Saturday,shutting down Wesleyan,4-2.

HOOPS: Mules shut down CBB comp etition 4-0 on season

Men s squash ends
best-ever season
with two losses

cushion, Bates would not go away, ho wever, as been open on the perimeter were entirely shut
the Bobcats ran off an 11-0 run in the last five min- down. The Colby guards stepped up their efforts
to prevent Bates players from taking the ball to
utes of the half to take a 40-36 lead.
Aside from Allen, Colby had trouble finding its the basket. An Allen three-pointer gave Colby a
offensive threats. Bates played strong interior 41-40 lead and kicked off a 12-0 run that turned a
defense and challenged Colby's shooters to make four-point deficit into an eight-point lead.
Allen and co-captain Samuel Clark. '01 each
outside shots, which they did not. Bates, on . the
other hand, continued to play aggressively on the scored five points during the run. The turning
offensive end, going to the basket and grabbing point in the game came when Colby, after grabbing two offensive rebounds off of missed 3some key offensive rebounds.
Both teams started slowly in the second half, pointers, got a big three from Joe Guitierrez'02 as
but it was Colby that finally broke out of its slump Bates' Billy Hart was called for a pushing foul
and took control of the game. The Mules came out underneath.
Colby got the ball right back and Pat
with renewed defensive intensity in the second
half and held Bates scoreless for the first six min- Gallagher'00 hit a baseline jumper to complete a
five-point trip down the court and take an 11utes.
All the Bates shooters who had previously point lead.

Af ter going9-2 during
the season, the Mules
f all to No. 14 Navy
and No. 15 Penn.

By BOBBY FLEISS
The Colby men's squash team
wrapped up an otherwise successful season on a sour note at last
weekend's National Tournament.
After concluding the best regular
season in school history, during
which the squad posted a 9-2
record and found itself ranked
No. 11 in the nation, the Mules
stumbled to the finish line.
Unfortunately, the men found
themselves on the losing end of
two well-fought battles with Navy
and Univ. of Pennsylvania, falling
5-4 and 6-3 in match play.
Though Colby/s opponents
were ranked No. 14 and 15 respectively going into the tournament,
the; teantsproved 'themselves to be
worthy adversaries,
,
While the? White Mules
'bounced back to defeat No, 16
MIT on the final day by a match
score of 5-4; the damage had
alrea dy been done.
Though /'disappointed by the
weekend's/ results , head coach
Fred Brussel was able to shed
some positive light on the frustrating scenario.
"The team was happy with the
season as a whole, but disappointed ,by Its conclusion," he said. "I
think they are going to come back
looking to Improve," .
rprussel has good reason to be
optimistic about next season , One
of the brighter points of the weekend was that Colby's top three
positioned players, co-captain
Preston Amos '01,
Rahul Singh '03, and Michael
Nutenshon '01, all of whom will
be returning next year, combined
fof an impressive 7-2 record ,

Singly a rookie, commanded
attention by going undefeated.
v ,'pespjte the team's dlscouragtaty flnaiej \nqbody was ready to
ttfidy'.ib write oft the season in
fifyjb* pf tiext yeiir,(|&iuor co-captain William ^idi.lli'90 was
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Assorted Beer
(22 oz. bottles)

"We had a great season ending
up ranked 15th in the nation, three
positions higher than last year,"
he said. "It was a fun season, and
I'm happy about the progress that
we made. With our success this
year, we have made our way
among highly competitive company ."
Kendall, along with co-captain
Thomas Reynolds '00 and Joshua
Carey '00 must say their goodbyes to Colby squash. Brussel
spoke warmly of these seniors
who have accompanied him for all
four years of his career as Colby's
squash coach.
"Things will be very different
without those guys around next
year," he said.
Reynold s was one of three
memb ers of the top nine who had
never picked up a squash racket
b ef o r e he came to Colby. He
described how trying-out for tlie
team' ' 'h is freshman year turned
info brie of , his best college experience's,
"Coming to school, I never
could have imagined that I would
become a captain of a varsity sport
by my sen ior year ," he said.

"Playing on the squash team has
been a wonderful experience for
!;me/' -'t1tJB»e,.ireV'ii'' '. gpw«t gfo«P of
guys and we have shared a lot of
fun times together,"
Though they may not have
, lived Imp to their bitoq^igfye^pec-,
Jiitlo^
'an"impreflfllve season fb be.proud
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22 oz, bottles
WERE $2.99

Oak Pond Brewery $»™+
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Bates stayed somewhat close the rest of the
way, cutting a 16-point deficit to eight with two
minutes to go off of back-to-back threes, but that
was as close as the Bobcats would get. Two possessions later Patrick Gallagher '00 got a layup
and a foul to stretch the lead back to 12 and ice the ¦ .',
game.
Colby enjoyed gboct second half performances
from Clark, who finished with 15 points and 10
rebounds, and Gallagher, who had 12 points and
10 boards.
Colby,which is No. 2 in the ECAC tournament,
played No. 7 Wheaton Wednesday.
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With assists and steals records, Jen n Freese VO has the Mules
p l a y i nsome
g of their best basketball heading into the postseason
By BECKY SCHECHTER
SPORTS EDITOR

The game against nationallyranked Trinity is tied with less than
two minutes left. Suddenly the ball
is loose and there is a fight for possession.
The rules go out the window.as
the players scramble for the basketball. When the whistle finally blows
to stop the madness, two playersare
still on the ground.
Co-captain Jennifer Freese '00 is
holding her head in her hands. The
trainer rushes out and Freese takes
her hand away from her forehead.
Blood is on her head and face and is
streaming down her elbow. As she
leaves for the bench, someone wipes
still more blood from off the floor.
"Is Jenn gonna be all right?" asks
a boy in the crowd.
"They'll put a Band-Aid on her,"
says the boy's father. "She's okay.
She's tough."
The man was right, Freese is
tough. She was back the next day,
directing her team to another big
win, this time over Amherst. Freese
wore a headband over a large BandAid, which covered a lump the size
of a walnut on her forehead. The
toughness is an extension of . her
competitive nature.
"I'm a very competitive person,"
Freese said. "I enjoy going up
against big teams."
Head coach Tricia O'Brien confirmed what White Mules basketball
fans already knew: Freese is a gutsy
and confident player.
"She's a hard-nosed, tough kid
who doesn't back down," she said.
"She's got guts and a great attitude.
She isn't afraid to take the last shot
or take the foul. She won't shy away
frorn the challenge."
In addition to toughness and
competitiveness, Freese has all the
qualities that make for a great point
guard. She is noticeably level-headed and cool under pressure, especially during those last two minutes
when the pace of the game can get
very fast. Freese never seems to get
flustered, an ability that O'Brien
attributes to the four-year starter's
considerable experience.

Freese began playing basketball
in the fifth grade, her interest in the
game stemming from her Aunt Julie.
Freese visited her aunt who coached
high school basketball,, on the weekends.
"I would hang out with the
team," said Freese. "[The game is] in
our family."
Freese's aunt is her role model in
many respects, as she played in high
school and went on to have a successful career at the University of
Maine-Orono and set many records
there.
"I looked up to her when I was
younger and I still do," Freese said.
Freese played basketball all four
years at Orono High School and was
also a member of the soccer and softball teams. Freese gave up the other
two sports when she came to Colby
and decided to focus on basketball.
Her love for basketball stems not
only from the competition, but also
from the comradery she feels from
being on a team.
"It seems like every team I've
been on, my teammates end up
being my best friends."
A four-year starter, Freese has
played guard and point guard
specifically over her entire career.
Despite the fact that the importance
of the position is not often recognized, Freese enjoys playing point
guard.
"There's not a lot of glory cause
you don't score a lot of points, but
you set up all the people who do,"
she said. "I like it. You get to be the
floor general."
Freese has set up a lot of scores
over her career at Colby. In January,
she became the White Mules' alltime assists leader, reaching the 355
mark to break the record. Although
she knew she was close, Freese had
no idea she had broken the record.
"I was sitting on the bench and I
saw that my whole family was there,
and I was like, why is my whole
family here?" she said.
I passed to Erin Cole-Karagory
•who scored, and I thought she had set
some kind of record," Freese said. "But
then everyone was coming towards
me.
"We announced it and it was such a
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The White Mules' nordic ski team captain and two-time MVP, Timothy , {
Bertram '00,wrapped up his impressive four-year career this season. His career *?
included NCAA qualifying points and a spot as the alternate for NCAA nation- .,
als last year. A leader on a young squad, Bertram has been a consistent scorer in' *
conference carnivals and competed in the U.S. junior nationals in Utah.
. ' ..5
"Tim has been an extraordinary leader and had a great career here,"said head
coach Tracey Theyerl.
QQQ
i

ABBY REIDER /THE COLBY ECHO .

Even while sporting the bruise she received going for a loose ba ll in
Colb y's overtime win against Trinity, J enn Freese has the Mules
looking strong with ECA C playoffs on the horizon.
surprise," said O'Brien. "It was neat"
As of Tuesday's game Freese has
tallied 430 career assists. Proving she
is as versatile on defense as on
offense, Freese is also Colby's alltime steals leader with 172 career
steals as of Tuesday.
Freese is an integral member of
the team because of the nature of her
position, but her teammates look to
her for more than play-calling.
"The freshmen are benefiting and
learning from her leadership on the
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floor and her experience, especially
Bianca Belcher '03 (Colby's back-up
point guard)," said O'Brien. "She's
showing her the ropes."
O'Brien continued to emphasize
Freese's value to the White Mules.
"She gets overlooked, but she's
critical to our team," said O'Brien.
"When we lost her [at the end of the
Trinity game] it was scary. She
keeps everything under control.
We're going to miss her more than
we realize."

The women's swimming team finished fourth out of 34 teams at the New
England Championship meet, the highest finish ever for the women's team. The' ;
performances of two underdassmen rose to the surface. Melinda Williams '03.
was a New England finalist in the 500 freestyle,400IM, & 1650 free.Shequalified
for the NCAA Division11NationalChampionship in the 1650 free,with fhel9fh7 '
fastest time in country, and in the 400 IM with the 34th fastest time in country.
Williams is also member the of 400 free relay which set Colby College record. *•.'
Jessica Knight '02 set a Colby College record in the 100 free iand was a also* ".
a member of the 400 medleyrelay,200 free relay and the 400 free relay,all of which;*
set Colby College records. She achieved a NCAA qualifying time in the 100 butterfly. Knight won die 100 IM at the New Englands, the first woman from Colby. »
' \
to win an event at the meet since 1991.
QQQ

Jonathan Eck '03 of the men's swimming and diving team had an outstand-C
ing season. The rookie was an NCAA qualifier in the 100 breaststroke with the
11th fastest time in the country.During this winter, Eck set Colby records in the
50 breast, 100 breast, 200 breast, 200 IM, and 400IM. He was the seventh highest
point scorer at the New Englands and the only freshman to be in the top 24. At
the championships he won the 100 breast, was third in the 200 breast and third in, •
the 200 M

Sport

Bates was able to hold the Colby women's basketball team off in the last seconds to win Saturday 's game, 60- K
57. The game was a story of shifting momentum throughout. Although the Bobcats seemed to give ground in the j
final minutes -with a dreadful free throw shooting performance, Colby was unable to penetrate the Bates defensive , t
crackdown. The Bobcats overcame 12 of 29 shooting to pick up the victory, the NESCAC title and their fourth tariff , -,
to the NCAA Division III tournament. The Mules finish their thrilling season 16-8 and are ranked fourth in the ...
ECAC tournament.
,<
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The men's track team competed in the New England Championships at Boston University February 25-26. Nate Laing '00 and Jamie Brewster '00 each placed in the weight throw. Laing's throw of 53'9.75" earned him ninth place
¦
<
in the event, while Brewster's effort of 52' put him in 14th place.
t

? ??

j

The women's track team traveled to the University of Southern Maine for the Open New England
Championships. The White Mules finished 17th out of 25 competing teams, The top Colby f inishers inclu ded
Maria Mensdhing '02 finishing eighth in the 5000 meter race and Faith Anderson '00 placing seventh in the pentathlon. Colby's distance medley relay team finished an impressive second with a time of 12:03.88. The DMR team
of Nicole Neault '00, co-captains Kathryn LaRochelle '00 and Jeannine Bergquist '00 and Sarah Toland '00 is
ranked second nationally going into the NCAA Indoor Nationals held March 10-11 at Illinois Wesleyan.
? ??
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The alpine and nordic ski teams closed out their season Friday and Saturday, racing in the Eastern Collegiate 1
Championships at Middlebury College. Tlie team finished 11th with a total of 158 points, The top Colby f inishers >
included Piper Elliot '02, taking 36th in die 5K freestyle and Annie Eisinger '01 coming in 40th In the 15K classic.
Foi the men's teams, Christopher Cogbill '02 also finished 40th In the 10K freestyle, while co-captain Timothy <
¦
Bertram '00 took 42nd in the 20K classic.
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The men's squash team finished a strong season, which found them ranked •*
11th at one point, on a low note at the National Tournament.Co-captainand num- \
ber one seed Preston Amos '01 went 144 this season. The women's squash . *
team, a young squad this year, had a tougher time this season. No. 2 seed Fraser
^*
Ross '03 stood out, going 15-13 on the season.
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Having managed largely to stay healthy,women's track and field has had an .;
amazing season. The achievements of seniors Sarah Toland '00 and Faith'
,
Anderson '00 stand out among severalstrong performancesthis season.
• '¦•" 'Competing in her first indoor season, Tolandwas the Maine State and New./!
England Division tt champion.in the 5000meter. One second off of automatic ( qualification, she is an NCAA provisional qualifier in the event. Tolandis also trie .
anchor for the distance! medley relay that finished second in Division I New :- ¦
Englands.
7.:;:S
The top scorer for the indoor season. Anderson has rallied 126.25 points r>
through seven of the team's nine meets. She is the Maine State championin the ~
high jump at 5'4" and is the leading scorer in the high jump,hurdles and pen- *
tathlon. Anderson finished second in the pentathlon at New Englands. Both i
men's and women's track continue to compete into March.
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University March 10.

The alpine ski team has raced consistently well this season. Captain David ' i
Riss '01 qualified for the NCAA Division I Championship this season, held in ¦,••»
Park City,UT. His top ten finish at the Williams Carnival wasthe first Colby top ten finish in eight years. Riss is the leading team scorer for the men's alpine team.
Amanda Rutherford •'00, a two-year captain, is the leading scorer for the
women's alpine team. A NCAA Championship alternate, Rutherford has record- I
ed top Colby finishes at the Dartmouth and Middlebury competitions.
«
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By The
Numbers

433

Career
assists by
J ennifer
Freese '00,
Colby's
all-tim e
assists
leader.

1392

Career
points by
Erin ColeKaragory
W,
Colby 's
second
all-time
scoring
leader.

18

Top ten
finishes
by
women's
swimming
and
diving at
the New
Englands.

You
Heard It

Colby s Winter Wonders

I

1
I

Presenting the 2000 All-Winter Mule Pack
Going into the ECAC tournament ranked second, the White
Mules played No. 7 Wheaton on March 1. Co-captains Ken Allen
'00 and Samuel Clark '01have been consistently strong contributors an d leaders on the court, helping guide the team to a 17-6 overall record.
Allen, who shot 50 percent from beyond the 3-point arc, finished
the regular season with a team-high 478 points. The senior averaged
20.8 points per game. He was recently named to the first team allNESCAC Allen has been selected as a finalist for the Josten's Award,
given to the top Division HI senior basketball player in the nation.
"He is the leading scorer in the NESCAC and will be one of the
top 10 scorers in Colby basketball history," said head coach Dick
Whitmore.
Clark leads the team in rebounds, blocked shots and shooting
percentage. He averaged 8.7 rebounds per game this winter and finished the season with 40 blocks. Clark was selected for the second
team all-NESCAC.
"Sam is one of the better forwards in the NESCAC," said
Whitmore. "A great leader in the court, Sam is a pleasure to coach
and watch play."
? ??

The White Mule women's basketball team just missed making its
first-ever trip to the NCAAs by three points, falling to Bates 60-57.
Senior captains Jennifer Freese '00 and Erin Cole-Karagory '00
led the young team to Id wins this season.
"Both have had a huge impact on our team and our program,"

said head coach Trida O'Brien. "Since their arrival Colby has moved
from the bottom of the NESCAC to fighting for the top spot."
Named to the second team all-NESCAC, Cole-Karagory finished
the season with a team high 293 points and averaged 12.2 a game.
Freese continued to set up her teammates, racking up 112 assists on
the season.
The seniors have definitely left legades. Cole-Karagory is now
the second all-time leading scorer in Colby women's basketball history with 1,381 points. Freese holds both the all-time assists and
steals record.
QQQ

The men's hockey team is currently looking to make their 10-7-1
season last a little longer. After winning their first round playoff
match against Wesleyan on Saturday, the White Mules will take on
Williams March 2 at Middlebury.
Garnering his second ECAC player of the week honors, co-captain Scott Richardson '00 had five goals and two assists over the
final weekend of the team's regular season. He has 20 goals, a team
high, and 17 assists this season. Richardson leads the league in game
winning goals with five, is third in the league in scoring, second in
goals and is a league all-star.
Richardson is followed by teammate Fred Perowne '01 in
league scoring. A league all-star, the junior has tallied a season total
of 35 goals and 23 assists.
"Tlie success of the men's ice hockey season has largely been due
to the offensive abilities o£ Scott and Fred," said head coach James
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Tortorella. "They both were dominant players throughout the entire
year."
? ??

Although its 11-7-1 record did not get the team into the playoffs,
missing the last spot by only four points, the women's hockey team
had a strong first season in Division HI play. Co-captain and goalkeeper Josephine Chapman '01 was the White Mules' backbone
this winter, providing consistently amazing play in the net.
"Josie was outstanding in goal for us this season," said head
coach Jennifer Holsten. "She kept us in every game and led the
league in save percentage."
Chapman finishes the season third in the league in save percentage at .963 with 432 total saves. She received the ECAC goaltender of
the week award for her efforts Feb. 14-20 when she recorded her fifth
shutout.
? ??

Men's track and field has had a tough season this winter as the
team has been racked with injuries. However Nate Laing '00 has
had an impressive season. The senior won the 35 pound weight
throw at the State Meet Feb. 12. He also established a new Colby
record in the weight throw, recording a throw of 57'l/4". Laing has
qualified for tlie NCAA Championships at Illinois Wesleyan

See PACK, continued on page 11

Hoops wins big in
season finale

Weekend offers hockey
chance at NESCAC title

No. 2 Colby f aces No. 4 A opportunities."
Fred Perowne '01 opened
"The Mule
Williams this weekend
the scoring for the Mules on
just does n't
a power play when lie con in conf erence semis
care about
verted a pass from co-captain
Scott Richardson '00 and
By BEN STJCKNEY
women.
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defenseman Raymond Lang
Maybe it 's
'00. The Kearns brothers
because he's
Head coach James
gave Colby the 2-0 advanTortorella knows a hockey
sterile. "
tage at 7:38 of the second. On
team
is
only
as
good
as
its
the penalty kill, Kenneth
In reference to
defense. On Saturd ay his
Kearns '01 took an outlet
1
the lack of
team played the type of
from co-captain Michael
Mule
close-fisted defense that has Wood '00 at center ice and
appearances
brought the White Mules so beat the defense up the left
at women's
much success, this season, as
side before finding his brothsporting
they rolled over the
er, Evan Kearns '03, who was
events,
Wesleyan Cardinals, 4-2.
able to stuff it past Cardinal
/'The score \yas( closer than goalie Eric Carmody.
the game actually w a s,"
- ' .' Westeyart. giptbaclc in the
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MEL ANIE GURYANSKY / THE COLBY ECHO

Front row from left: Fraser Ross, Melind a Wil liams, Amand a Rutherford, J ennifer Freese, Erin Cole-Karagory, J osephine Chapman.
Back row f r om left: 'Fait h Anderson, J onathan Eck, Nate Laing,Ken Allen, Samuel Clark , S cott Richardson,Fred Perowne.

By BEN SEXTON

a 27-23 lead. Bates' offense ran very
smoothly in the first half ,as all of the
Bobcats showed an ability to penetrate to the basket and pull up for
jumpers or kick the ball out to consistcntl y open shooters. Colby was
not playing poorly on the offensive *
end, but the Mules could not seem to
find a defensive scheme to slow the i
hot Bates shooters.
Allen carried the Mules on his
back in the first half, scoring 18 of
the team's 36 first half points.
Holding on to n slim 30-29 lead with
seven minutes to go In tlie first half,
Allen hit back-to-back baseline
threes to open up a seven point «

STAFF WRITER

On Senior Day at Colby's
Wadsworth Gymnasium, senior cocaptain Ken Allen 'CO scored 32
points and led the Colby men's basketball to a 79-69 victory over the
Bates Bobcats. It was the final game
> of the regular season for the Mules,
who finish with a record of 17-6,
including a perfect 4-0 against Bates
and Bowdoin.
Despite Bates' weaker recor d
coming into the game, the Bobcats
played Colby very tough In the early
goings.
Bates wa s on f ire early, hitting six
three-point shots in the fi rst 10 minutes of the game and j umping out to
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Men 's Squash

,

Whi te Mu les finish su perb season
w ith two tou gh losses to Nav y and
the University of Pennsylvania.
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See HOOPS , continued on 4
page 10

Last Week's Devastator
Captain '00 David Riss of the
alpin e ski team performed
superb ly at the Win ter
Carn ival , finishing 8th In the
Giant Slalom. The White
Mules have not had a skier
finish In the top 10 In eight
years,
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